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Dissertation Abstract

The Power of the Hula:
A Performance Text for Appropriating Identity Among First Hawaiian Youth
Research Topic
Hawaii is an exotic land with a rich history and a culture imbued with meaning, including
the performing arts. Such facets of any land need to be understood and preserved for future generations. The most significant aspect of Hawaiian arts is the hula kahiko, a text in
motion, which when performed displays the story of Hawaii’s past. The hula was forbidden by Protestant missionaries in the 1820’s and was reduced to near cultural extinction.
As a result, many First Hawaiians do not clearly understand the richness of their own history. Without this understanding, it is difficult for them to have an idea of who they are
today. Moreover, the past is also critical for appropriating a better future. Therefore, the
hula kahiko may serve as a medium through which First Hawaiians can learn about their
own identity.
Theory and Protocol
The research for this study on First Hawaiian Performing Arts was conducted using Herda’s (1999) guidelines for critical hermeneutic participatory research. Following these
principles, the researcher and participants create a relationship in which language and
culture come into play. Conversations lead to further reflection and understanding, and it
is in this space that we can open new worlds filled with possibilities.
Research Categories
The following primary constructs Narrative Identity, Mimesis, and Forgiveness guided
this research, and served as the basis for data collection, analysis and further reflection.
ii

Narrative Identity, the events in our lives fit into a narrative, and when we tell it, there is
truth and power in our story. We have the power to fuse elements of the past with a
bright and unknown future. Mimesis can be used to understand how a society’s way of
life can be remembered or forgotten over time. Imagination is the cornerstone for action;
we find the freedom to project possibilities and envision a new world.
Findings
The participants of this study revealed that our culture is the one direct link we have to
the past. The hula kahiko is a national treasure that must be preserved and passed on to
future generations. The following findings were discovered through conversations with
participants: (1) The Hula kahiko is for Everyone who comes with the right attitude, the
right heart, and the desire to learn more about a native culture and its history; (2) Hula
kahiko honors the past and speaks to the future; (3) Education is the key to success; (4)
Forgiveness is essential to moving forward into the future.
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CHAPTER ONE: STATEMENT OF RESEARCH
Introduction
Hawaii is an exotic land with a rich history and a culture imbued with meaning,
including the performing arts. Such facets of any land need to be understood and preserved for future generations. The most significant aspect of Hawaiian arts is the hula, a
text in motion, which when performed displays the story of Hawaii’s past. The First Hawaiians were an oral civilization who preserved much of their culture and history through
the hula and its accompanying meles. The hula was forbidden by Protestant missionaries
in the 1820’s, and was reduced to near cultural extinction. As a result, many First Hawaiians do not clearly understand the richness of their own history. Without this understanding it is difficult for them to have an idea of who they are today. Moreover, the past is
also critical for appropriating a better future. Therefore, the hula may serve as a medium
through which First Hawaiians can learn about their own identity. The implications for
this understanding will be targeted specifically towards First Hawaiian youth.
Statement of the Research Issue
This dissertation serves as an inquiry into the First Hawaiian performing the art
of hula. Specifically, I want to explore the hula as a medium for understanding history
and how this history can inform social change through the development of First Hawaiian
youth programs. Following a cultural anthropological approach, I propose to study the
hula through a critical hermeneutic orientation. The following primary constructs, accompanied by general questions, guide this research:
1. Narrative Identity: How can the story of the hula bring forth reflection and social action on the part of First Hawaiians?

2. Mimesis: How do the past, the present and the future come to life
in a fuller understanding of the hula?
3. Forgiveness: Through the act of forgiveness, how can First Hawaiians appropriate their full identity?
The First Hawaiians were a civilization that preserved their culture and hist ory through the medium of their dance. This dance, the hula, held significant meaning
through movement, chanting, clothing and adornments. For example, the movement
of the arms would speak of the geography and history. However, shortly after the arrival of the Westerner, the hula was forbidden, eliminating a major vessel of Hawaii’s
history. In 1778, British explorer Captain James Cook was the first European to discover the Hawaiian Islands. Within 100 years of his arrival, western disease decimated the First Hawaiian population. As the learned men died, much of the oral history
was lost, never to be recovered.
Since then, a series of factors have led to the continued decimation of the First
Hawaiian culture, history, and identity. Hans Georg Gadamer (1988) posits we belong to
history, before history belongs to us. In the case of no history, the question can be asked
to whom does one belong?
Background of the Research Issue
Hawaii is where I grew up, a harmonious place of beauty brimming with life and
cooled by the seasonal trade winds, the perfect backdrop for the graceful lyrical lifestyle
of Hawaiians. It is interesting to note that in Hawaii, First Hawaiians youth rarely study
the hula because this art form is not formally taught in schools. In order to study the hula, one often has to pay for private lessons. Some children, however, will learn how to
dance the hula among relatives and friends, whether they are First Hawaiians or not.
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Learning the dance in an informal setting provides no history or meaning of the hula in
the context of Hawaiian history. Consequently, most children do not have the opportunity to learn this dance and its accompanying history. I was one of the children fortunate
enough to formally study the hula.
The songs that I learned as a child were hula ‘auana (modern hula) and the
songs were whimsical and charming, like “Little Brown Gal,” and “Going to a Hukilau”
(Way of Fishing). What my peers and I learned in hula class, we shared at social events
and gatherings. I enjoyed the hula, not realizing that there was a difference between the
hula‘auana that I was learning, and the hula kahiko, which held the rich narratives and
history of First Hawaiians. Later in life I began to appreciate the hula kahiko for what it
truly represents, a way to express one’s self and the stories of a native people.
The early First Hawaiians relied on oral stories, a significant part of the hula
dance, to keep their history and traditions alive. Ancient legends that survived invoke
Laka, a goddess fabled to have given birth to the hula. Until the 1800s the hula was, as
stories recount, danced in religious ceremonies and as part of sacred rituals. The traditional hula style as practiced prior to Western contact was known as kahiko (see Appendix A for Glossary of Hawaiian Terminology). The early Hawaiians appreciated the
power of music and dance. They shared their knowledge with succeeding generations
orally, through story-telling, chanting, and hula kahiko. The chants were the most important part of the hula, and tell us about a sense of place and people. The oceans, the
rainbows, the winds, the flowers, are always a part of the music and dance and are vividly
shared through the dancers’ graceful movements. The hula was forbidden by Protestant
missionaries (in the 1820’s), and was reduced to near cultural extinction. The hula expe-
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rienced a First Renaissance and rebirth through the support of King Kalakaua, in the late
1800s, and through the Second Hawaiian Renaissance in the 1970s. Through this tumultuous history, the hula evolved under Western influence to incorporate musical instruments (guitar and ukulele) and became known as hula ‘auana. Unfortunately, much of
hula kahiko (ancient hula) lives on only within the minds of elder First Hawaiians and is,
once again, near extinction.
This study utilizes Ricoeur’s theory of narrative identity, mimesis, language,
and forgiveness, to provide new interpretations and new understandings of the importance of perpetuating and preserving the Hawaiian culture through the ancient art
of hula kahiko.
Significance of the Issue
The hula is much more than a mere dance. Its accompanying chants contain the
genealogy, mythology, and prayers of the ancient Hawaiians. For centuries, the hula has
been the means by which the cultural traditions, stories, and history of the First Hawaiians were passed down.
Today, First Hawaiians face sobering socio-cultural issues. Foreign influence
has irreparably altered the cultural development of the Hawaiian people. These cultural
traumas result in a great disparity and social need of First Hawaiians, and their children.
The First Hawaiian community is in dire need of youth programs that can create measurable gains and speak to the cultural past of the Hawaiian people.
A renewed focus and appreciation of Hawaiian performing arts through the hula
kahiko is necessary for the perpetuation of the Hawaiian culture and history. The hula
kahiko allows us to appreciate the wonders of old Hawaii, and perpetuate and preserve
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these cultural treasures for future generations. Most importantly, through the process of
studying and learning these performing arts, one may gain a sense of the First Hawaiian
lifestyle and traditions that stressed the importance of ohana (family), kokua (cooperation), and aloha (love).
Summary
Paul Ricoeur (1984) conjectures it is important to remember the past in order
to imagine the future and to see ourselves in relation to others. To understand the
plight of the First Hawaiians, one must understand their past history, traditions, and
culture so that they can co-imagine their future, and see themselves in relationship
with others. There has been a gradual erosion of the Hawaiian way of life with each
passing generation. The Hawaiian people are losing their religion, language, and
much of their culture and traditions. The life of the First Hawaiians once focused on
culture and religion, as there was no other life for them. Today, worshipping in the
Hawaiian tradition to various gods and goddesses is rarely practiced. Hawaiian, once
the primary language of the First Hawaiians, has been replaced by English at home
and in classrooms. The numerous socio-cultural traumas and confused social identity
have led many First Hawaiians to depression and substance abuse. And yet, in understanding the cultural past of the Hawaiian people, one can imagine a new direction
and a brighter future.
This study will share the journey that Hawaiian indigenous arts and culture experience from inception to their present forms. This journey parallels the struggles that
the indigenous people endure as they identify who they were, where they came from, and
what they will become in the future. I hope that this study will help to provide a better
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understanding of how the use of First Hawaiian hula kahiko may benefit the individual
and society through youth development programs in Hawaii. Part One introduces the
topic at hand and Part Two offers a Review of Literature to more fully contextualize this
research.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
Introduction
The site for this critical hermeneutical study on First Hawaiian Hula Kahiko is
the Hawaiian Islands. The Islands of Hawaii (see Figure 1. Map of Hawaii) are located
in the Pacific Ocean just north of the equator (USGS 2009). The Hawaiian Islands are
one of the most isolated and geographically protected land-masses in the world. The islands form a chain, and this study specifically addresses the eight main islands which are:
Ni’ihau, Kaua’i, O’ahu, Moloka’i, Lāna’i, Kaho’olawe, Maui, and Hawai’i. The Hawaiian Islands have a history of dangerous ocean voyages, rich cultural and artistic achievements, and domination by foreigners from the west.

Figure 1. Map of Hawaii

Source: Lonely Planet
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Ancient Culture
In the 5th century, Polynesian explorers discovered the Hawaiian Islands, and
became the islands first human inhabitants. The early explorers are believed to have ventured out from the Polynesian islands into the blind unknown of the Pacific Ocean, until
they discovered and settled in the Hawaiian Islands (Tabrah 1984: 32). The perilous
journey to the Hawaiian Islands was believed to have been taken in large voyaging canoes guided only by the light of the stars.
The First Hawaiians (also known as Kānaka Maoli) adopted a chief-led social
structure similar to that of other island cultures. The islands contained numerous rival
chiefdoms that often fought one another and practiced human sacrifice. The social hierarchy within these chiefdoms was composed of four major classes of people: the ali’i,
kahuna, maka āinana, and kauā. The people with the highest rank were the ali’i or
chiefs. “One’s rank as an ali’i was determined by the mother’s family lineage, thus making Hawaii a matriarchal society” (Tabrah 1984: 32). The kahuna class included the
skilled class who specialized in agriculture, construction, navigation, and sorcery. The
maka āinana were the common people, a category that encompassed fisherman, farmers
and laborers. The lowest class was the kauā or war captives.
The First Hawaiians loved the beauty of their surroundings, and often lived near
the seashore or within sight of it. From the sea they obtained a large part of their food,
and fishing was important not only for sustenance, but also for recreation. The Hawaiians were expert fishermen, and also skilled in the making of “outrigger canoes, fish
lines, nets, hooks, and various kinds of lures” with which they used to carry on fishing
operations (Kuykendall and Day 1961: 8).
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The Hawaiians developed distinct artistic, cultural, oral and technological traditions. For example, the First Hawaiians flourished for hundreds of years using advanced
navigation skills and a complex system for managing the islands’ limited resources. The
First Hawaiians constructed their own clothing by pounding special trees and shrubs to
form kapa (bark cloth) to form malos (loincloth) for men, and pāʻū (wraparound) for
women. The First Hawaiians also constructed intricate helmets and cloaks with featherwork and attention to detail that surpassed all others living within the Polynesian subregion (Kuykendall and Day 1961: 10). During this time period, the Hawaiians also developed the kahiko, or the ancient hula. “The hula had a threefold value: it was a religious exercise, a system of physical training, and a form of entertainment” (Kuykendall
and Day 1961: 10).
The Hawaiian tribes had not developed a written language. Instead, they relied
on oral tradition to tell stories of a native people. Much of these stories were dependent
on people‘s memories. Kuykendall and Day (1961: 10) noted that the First Hawaiians
had extensive literature recorded in memory and handed down by word of mouth from
generation to generation. It consisted of songs (meles), genealogies, stories, ritualistic
and honorific chants, and traditions embodying fragments of history and biography.
They preserved their culture and history through storytelling, dancing the hula, chanting,
and legends. Unexpectedly, visitors from a far off land would cause the destruction of
this rich oral tradition and, consequently, instigate an irrecoverable cultural loss for humanity.
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Contact with the West
In 1778, Captain James Cook, a British explorer, became known as the first European to discover the Hawaiian Islands. Captain Cook “sailed into Waimea Bay on the
island of Kauai on his ship the Resolution and was welcomed as the Hawaiian god Lono”
(Leas 2005: 20). The First Hawaiians approached the ship, and traded animals and food
supplies for iron that was later used to create weaponry. Cook’s ships brought new diseases, which the First Hawaiians lacked antibodies for. The results were devastating, and
within one hundred years following Captain Cook’s arrival, “the Native Hawaiian population, afflicted by Western disease and to a much lesser extent warfare, dropped by at
least 90 percent” (Kana‘iaupuni et al 2006: 293). As small pox decimated the population,
and many of the learned men died, much of the Hawaiian oral history was lost, never to
be recovered. Westerners also introduced new weapons that would forever alter the balance of power on the islands.
Unification of Hawaii
With guns and ammunition traded and bartered from British and American traders, and training received from foreign advisors, Kamehameha I, sought to conquer and
unify all of the Hawaiian Islands. With superior warfare technology, he eventually
achieved his goal becoming the first ali’i to govern a unified Hawaii in the year 1810.
Kamehameha I imposed new taxes that allowed him to promote trade with the West, and
to standardize Hawaii’s legal system. Hawai’i had no legal form of currency at this time,
so payments were collected in the form of goods created by the people, food, and local
produce. In addition, Kamehameha I did not permit land ownership by non-Hawaiians,
which ensured Hawaiian independence for many years (Kuykendall and Day 1961).
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Upon his death in 1819, his son Kamehameha II (Liholiho), who reigned from
May 20, 1819 to July 14, 1824, inherited the throne and abolished the practice of human
sacrifice and the caste-based kapu system (Tabrah 1984: 35). Shortly afterwards, in
1820, Christian missionaries arrived in the Hawaiian islands. Some of the efforts by
Christian missionaries helped to preserve Hawaii’s indigenous culture. Most notably, the
Christian missionaries “created the 13-character Hawaiian alphabet, and began recording
the islands’ history” (Leas 2005: 20). However, the overall missionary influence on the
First Hawaiian identity was devastating. The missionaries forced First Hawaiians to
change their religious beliefs and convert to Christianity, which crushed the native religion and challenged core beliefs. The missionaries also deemed many of the First Hawaiian cultural and indigenous way of life as barbaric and heathen. They discouraged the
sacred hula and chants, which contained the rich oral traditions of the Hawaiian people,
and devastated retention of the Hawaiian culture (Tabrah 1984). Kamehameha II refused
to convert to Christianity during his short reign.
Kamehameha III reigned from June 6, 1824 to December 15, 1854, and was the
first Hawaiian king to convert to Christianity. The influence of the missionaries was particularly strong during this time period. During his reign, Queen Ka’ahumanu, the favorite wife of Kamehameha I and an acting Regent during the reign of Kamehameha II and
Kamehameha III became a practicing Christian, and banned the hula and accompanying
mele from all public venues (Kuykendall and Day 1961). Many chiefs ignored the edict
and some secretly financed clandestine hula schools where the hula continued to be
taught and practiced (Tabrah 1984).
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Kamehameha III enacted Hawaii’s first constitution, which altered the government from an absolute monarchy to a constitutional monarchy (Kuykendall and Day
1961). Kamehameha III later created the phrase that ultimately became Hawaii’s motto,
"Ua mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono" or "the life and sovereignty of the land is perpetuated
in righteousness" (Kuykendall and Day 1961). However, in 1848, Kamehameha III
signed the Great Mahele (land division) into law, which allowed foreigners to purchase
and hold land as private property (Kuykendall and Day 1961). Prior to the Great Mahele,
the idea of land ownership was inconsistent with Hawaiian religion and customs (Tabrah
1984). With a system of land ownership in place, the children of the missionaries soon
amassed political and economic power through the sugar cane industry and commandeered the Hawaiians’ hallowed lands. “More than 80 percent of private land was owned
by non-natives within two generations” (Leas 2005: 20). As Whites and other immigrants began to outnumber the First Hawaiians, the Hawaiian language, identity, and narrative began to adopt and incorporate many Western influences. The First Hawaiians
suddenly became a minority in their own land. Kamehameha III was the longest-reigning
monarch in known Hawaiian history and served almost 30 years on the throne.
Kamehameha IV, the nephew of Kamehameha III reigned for nine years, from
January 11, 1885 to November 30, 1863. He devoted his reign to improving education
and healthcare for the Hawaiian people as foreign, diseases such as leprosy, were rampant among First Hawaiians. Kamehameha IV was deeply concerned about the level of
influence that the United States had within the Kingdom of Hawaii. However, Kamehameha IV was unable to curb dependence on foreigners and trade (Kuykendall and Day
1961).
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Kamehameha V, who reigned from November 30, 1863 to December 11, 1872,
drafted a new constitution for the Hawaiian Islands. He was a life-long bachelor with no
children, and asked Princess Bernice Pauahi Paki to be his heir. However, the Princess
refused the crown in the hope of leading a private life, and Kamehameha V died without
naming an heir; which finally ended the dynastic rule of the Kamehameha family. The
Constitution required that the legislature elect a new king from a royal Hawaiian lineage,
and William Charles Lunalilo was elected in 1874. Lunalilo enacted democratic reforms
during his brief reign, but died after only one year in power (Kuykendall and Day 1961).
A Princess’s Will
Although the Kamehameha family ceased to hold the throne, they retained
the vast land holdings and wealth that the family accumulated during their long reign.
Bernice Pauahi Paki, was a royal descendent of the Kamehameha lineage, and the ultimate beneficiary of this wealth, and she deserves special mention due to her generous
philanthropy towards the education of First Hawaiian children. Bernice Pauahi Paki, the
great-granddaughter of Kamehameha I, inherited a vast holding of valuable land throughout Hawaii Kingdom upon the death of her royal cousin Princess Ruth Ke’elikolani (Williams 1992). The Princess was deeply troubled by the declining number of First Hawaiians, from 124,000 in 1831 (the year of her birth) to 44,000 in 1883, the year she drafted
her final will (Williams 1992: 94). The Princess felt that Western influences, diseases, a
lack of education, and the inability to read and write were directly contributing to their
declining numbers.
Upon her death in 1884, Princess Bernice Pauahi Bishop (Hawai`i State Archives 1883) bequeathed
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…all of the rest, residue and remainder of my estate real and personal,
wherever situated unto the trustees below named, their heirs and assigns forever, to hold upon the following trusts, namely: to erect and
maintain in the Hawaiian Islands two schools, each for boarding and
day scholars, one for boys and one for girls, to be known as, and
called the Kamehameha Schools.

Following her death, her husband, Charles Bishop, fulfilled her dying wish. The Princess
wanted to found and maintain a school for boys and girls of Hawaiian ancestry bearing
the name Kamehameha, after the high warrior chief who was her great-grandfather (Williams 1992). At the time of her death, it was estimated that Princess Bernice Pauahi
Bishop’s estate comprised over 375,000 acres of land, with an approximate fair market
value of $474,000 (Avlonitis 2005). Today, this endowment encompasses more than
363,367,000 acres of land with an endowment value of $9.06 billion (Kamehameha
Schools 2011). The revenues generated from the land and its asset investments fund the
Kamehameha Schools’ educational programs for children of Hawaiian ancestry.
Kalakaua the Merrie Monarch
David Kalakaua ascended the throne via election in 1874. King Kalakaua was
known as the “Merrie Monarch” because of his happy demeanor, and his great passion
for parties, festivals, and events (Kuykendall and Day 1961). Prior to Kalakaua’s reign,
traditional Hawaiian music and dance became nearly extinct cultural practices. The hula
had been banned for decades as Protestant missionaries denounced it as wicked and immoral, and labeled it a heathen dance. The missionaries convinced the noble class, who
had converted to Christianity, to discourage the hula on religious grounds. Public performances of this evocative art form ceased entirely for decades as the hula was forced
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underground and relied on secret funding from chiefs who were brave enough to ignore
the edict (Silva 2004).
The missionaries also discouraged the traditional Hawaiian chants, and “any
vestiges of the ancient religion were fervently condemned” (Silva 2004: 88). The chants
held a wealth of information about the First Hawaiian past and traditions of faith. “The
sacred chants communicated with the gods, recorded genealogy, honored the chiefs, exalted nature and celebrated humanity” (PBS 2009). Soon after, the Hawaiian language
was banned from public places and schools (Silva 2004).
Kalakaua was deeply troubled by Hawaii's fading cultural legacy and the dwindling First Hawaiian population. He resisted and defied the missionaries and their church
edicts by encouraging the traditional arts and elevating them to royal treasures (Kuykendall and Day 1961). He went a step further by “arranging for public performance of the
hula and publishing of the genealogical prayer, the Kumulipo” (Silva 2004: 89). This
courageous act effectively brought the hula out of hiding and renewed the First Hawaiians’ pride in their past. Silva (2004: 89) stated that for “… Kalakaua and the lahui (nation), these performances worked simultaneously as official narratives of the nation and
as underground narratives that the haole community did not understand.”
Because of the profound resurgence of Hawaiian history, culture, and art, Kalakaua’s reign is considered the First Hawaiian Renaissance (Silva 2004). In 1891, Kalakaua died after becoming ill while visiting San Francisco. His sister, Queen Liliuokalani,
assumed the throne during a time of increased U.S. influence and economic power
(Kuykendall and Day 1961).
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Loss of Indigenous Sovereignty
In 1893, a small oligopoly of American businessmen staged a coup and locked
the last reigning Hawaiian monarch, Queen Liliuokalani, inside the Imperial Palace (Silva 2004). Queen Liliuokalani looked down from window and saw the Palace surrounded
by United States marines. Under great duress, she surrendered. Hawaii was annexed to
the United States government in 1898, and officially became a U.S. territory (Kuykendall and Day 1961). This event was a key socio-cultural trauma for the First Hawaiian
people, who had to endure the humiliation of political displacement and the unjust overthrow of indigenous sovereignty.
Later, Hawaii became a focal point during World War II, upon the surprise
bombing on December 7, 1941 of the U.S. naval base located at Pearl Harbor (Silva
2004). In 1959, Hawaii officially became the 50th state in the Union. With statehood and
the advent of jet airplanes, came a boom in tourism, bringing both economic development
and an erosion of the natural source of real Hawaiian culture (Silva 2004).
Hawaiian Renaissance
The economic boom and influx of people from the United States due to tourism
resulted in an evisceration of traditional Hawaiian culture by U.S. culture (Silva 2004).
By the 1960s, there was a preference for rock-and-roll over Hawaiian music. Linguistic
competence was at an all-time low, and the Hawaiian language faced extinction. The hula and the luau became commercialized and westernized to the point that it no longer resembled its ancient form (Kame’eleihiwa 1992). In additional, pop culture and the English language were so invasive that many aspects of First Hawaiian culture seemed
doomed.
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However, in the 1970s, there was a Second Hawaiian Renaissance that reasserted Hawaii’s distinct cultural identity (Tabrah 1984). This historic movement was led in
part by the founding of the Merrie Monarch Festival. The festival is an annual week-long
cultural event with Hawaiian crafts, music, and a competitive contest in the ancient art of
hula in the pre-1893 style. To prepare for the Merrie Monarch Festival (2009)
...hula studios and instructors in Hawaii and on the U.S. mainland
hold classes, workshops, and seminars throughout the year to teach
the art of hula, the meaning of Hawaiian chants and songs, the Hawaiian language, the making of Hawaiian clothing and crafts, and the
history of the Hawaiian people.
By providing a venue for actual application of ancient Hawaiian skills and knowledge,
the festival perpetuates the traditional culture of the Hawaiian people.
In 1974, a small group of individuals committed themselves to building and sailing a replica of a long-distance voyaging canoe, which began the start of the Second Hawaiian Renaissance. When the Polynesian Voyaging Society completed the Hokule’a
and sailed it to and from Tahiti in 1976, a new interest in traditional Hawaiian activities
was born. The renewed interest in Hawaii’s native culture also led to increased popularity for Hawaiian music from musicians. The movement also manifested as political advocacy for First Hawaiian rights and for Hawaiian independence.
Hawaiian Sovereignty Movement
The history of Hawaiian advocacy for native sovereignty stretched back to the
“royalists” who sought to return Queen Liliuokalani to the throne after she was illegally
stripped of her power in the 1890’s (Silva 2004). Since that time, First Hawaiians have
been haunted by the history of foreign overthrow and struggle with the legacy of political
displacement. The sovereignty movement was invigorated in the 1970s with the found-
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ing of the first sovereignty organization, ALOHA (Aboriginal Lands of Hawaiian Ancestry). Today, there are numerous sovereignty organizations representing various different
solutions, including cash assets, lands, the uninhabited island of Kaho’olawe, and a nation within a nation (Silva 2004).
In 2000, U.S. Senator Daniel Akaka (Hawaii) introduced the Akaka Bill (Library of Congress 2009) to provide the displaced First Hawaiians with
“….a process for the reorganization of the single First Hawaiian governing entity and the
reaffirmation of the special political and legal relationship between the United States and
that First Hawaiian governing entity for the purposes of continuing a government to government relationship.” The Akaka bill hopes to right the wrongs of the past and give the
First Hawaiian people recognition similar to that of First Americans and Eskimo tribes.
Under the current bill, a new Hawaiian government will be formed and the new government will be allowed to negotiate with the Federal government to receive lands, rights,
and resources to compensate for the illegal overthrow of the monarchy. On October 24,
2007, the House of Representatives passed the Akaka Bill with a vote of 261-153, leaving
the next vote in the hands of the U.S. Senate where it has stalled.
Summary
The question arises, how did the cultural identity of First Hawaiians become so
threatened and fragile? There is no single factor. Foreign influence, disease, political
overthrow, economic oppression, tourism, consumerism and popular culture all worked
to displace the First Hawaiian identity over a relatively short period of time. Due to these
historical injustices, First Hawaiians today face significant socioeconomic challenges and
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fall well behind national income and poverty averages. This study examined these challenges in the next section, the Literature Review.
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CHAPTER THREE: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
This Review of Literature addresses First Hawaiian identity and culturally
relevant youth development programs. First, this section summarizes academic research on the First Hawaiian performing arts. Second, it examines studies on the historical traumas of the First Hawaiian identity. Third, it reviews research on the socioeconomic challenges that First Hawaiians face today. Finally, it describes research on
youth development programs that address the academic and social underperformance
of First Hawaiian youth.
First Hawaiian Performing Arts
Tatar (1981) discusses the cultural significance of hula and its accompanying
poetic chants known as “mele.” Traditional expressions of hula and mele are “expressions of religious devotion and personal emotion, as well as formal documentation of
genealogy and history” (Tatar 1981: 22). Hula schools, known as halau hula, existed
throughout the islands of Hawai’i and provided strict training on the rites of the hula .
The ancient hula had an important role in court life and in conferring distinction on the
chiefly class. Dancers were forbidden to cut the hair and nails, and engage in any type of
sexual activity. There are several legends and mythical origins ascribed to the ancient
hula. One of the most popular legends holds that Laka, the Hawaiian goddess of fertility,
gave birth to hula dancing while on the island of Molokai.
Tatar traces the development of the hula into two separate art forms: hula kahiko
(ancient hula), and the hula ‘auana (modern hula). The hula kahiko is the dance that existed prior to European contact. All hula kahiko were composed prior to 1893, and used
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ancient instruments created by the First Hawaiians, which included: the ipu (single
gourd/drum), ‘ili’ili (lava rocks), kala’au (rhythm sticks), pahu (sacred drum), pu’ili
(bamboo sticks),‘uli’uli (brightly colored feathered gourds). Each instrument created a
distinct sound that helped to dramatize the sacred hula and its accompanying meles.
Performances of the ancient hula have religious significance and are expected to
be flawless; to do otherwise is considered unlucky. In contrast, Tartar explains that the
hula ‘auana (modern hula) reinterprets the ancient hula with Western influences. It is
typically set to popular music made with modern instruments such as bass, guitar, ukulele, and steel drums. Hula ‘auana can be performed with or without shoes, and less revealing costumes such as a muu’muu for women. The modern hula is generally performed as entertainment at luaus and celebrations, rather than for religious purposes.
Dorothy Barrere (1980) explored the discrimination against First Hawaiian
dance in her book, “Hula: Historical Perspectives.” She details the suppression of the
ancient hula by Christian missionaries who pressured First Hawaiians to abandon
their polytheistic religion and core beliefs for Christianity. They made strong efforts
to drive the hula and mele out of the culture by enlisting the support of converted
chiefs and Hawaiian royalty. Barrere (1980:1) states that in 1830, Queen Regent
Ka’ahumanu, who had converted to Christianity in December of 1825, “issued an
edict forbidding public performance of the hula.” The hula disappeared entirely from
the public square and it survived only through clandestine hula schools that operated
far away from mission stations. The decades of missionary attack on First Hawaiian
culture was a historical trauma that deprived the indigenous people of their distinctive
artistic achievements and cultural identity.
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Adria Imada (2004) found that a few influential Hawaiians, including David and
Lydia Bray, were instrumental in reviving traditional forms of hula. The Brays worked
tirelessly to return the hula to public display despite objections by missionaries and
Christian Hawaiians. Success ultimately came through hula contests, which served as
popular entertainment events that familiarized people with hula performances. Moreover,
traveling hula circuits facilitated widespread popularity of the hula and even shaped perceptions of Hawai’i. Imada (2004:114) noted that the First Hawaiian wahine (women)
performed a “sultry version of the hula to a crowd of onlookers, offering their aloha–the
promise of intimacy, affection, and veneration–to the United States through live hula performances.” The dreams spun out of steel guitars, ukuleles, and grass skirts made the distant territory familiar to those who have never visited the islands.
Finally, Imada explored how air travel and the movement from an agricultural
economy to a tourist centered economy affected First Hawaiian performing arts. Suddenly, the hula and Hawaiian music were converted from a spiritual representation to a valuable commodity. By the 1930s, First Hawaiian performing arts (including hula and music) evolved into self-sustaining tourist entertainment. First Hawaiian performing arts
were often portrayed in Hollywood films, and in lounges throughout the United States.
Sharon Rowe (2008) found that the traditional hula was intended to be much
more than an art form, it also brought forth the world through the eyes of the First Hawaiians, and gave a better understanding of their culture, history, religious beliefs, values,
literature and knowledge. Therefore, it is important to understand that the hula for what
it truly represents, “….a vital, creative art form and a lived experience that preserves a
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culture’s values, continually forming and reforming identity in and through movement”
(Rowe 2008: 31-32).
Rowe compares the hula to European court dances, such as ballet. These refined
dances all serve as a language for gesture and political discourse among the noble class.
Rowe (2008: 32) states that “Gifted dancers and kumu (teachers) had their place in the
royal courts of Hawaii, as they did in European courts, and members of the ali’i (chiefly)
class were themselves known as talented dancers and composers.”
Rowe also states that the hula continues to drift away from its original form.
The hula that we see today reflects a popular and modern form of dance that is often interpretive rather than traditional in nature. Modern hula competitions have a homogenizing influence on the dance, which limits the range of hula repertoire that the public is exposed to. Moreover, hula competitions tend to reward technical proficiency over artistry.
Rowe (2008: 36) states
the more recent influence of formal competition has encouraged increasingly more precise, unison movement and a greater degree of
uniformity in the look of dancers than was expected by previous generations. Speed, greater complexity of footwork, and difficult technical movements are thought to give a competitive edge while offering a more entertaining presentation.
Nathaniel Bright Emerson (1909) preserved some of the Hawaiian mele (poetic chants)
in his book, “Unwritten Literature of Hawaii: The Sacred Songs of the Hula.” The mele
were oral traditions of old Hawaii, and many were lost forever because the chants were
forgotten before they could be documented. Emerson was the son of a missionary who
felt passionately about chronicling this vital information and ensuring that this Hawaiian
literature will live on; he was able to document several chants for posterity, and published
them in his book. The mele are used to accompany hula performances. Most important-
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ly, they contain the stories and genealogies of Hawaii’s oral tradition. Through his efforts, Emerson preserved some of the most sacred and essential knowledge of the Hawaiian people.
Mervyn McLean (2000) explores traditional dance and music in Hawaii and
Polynesia. In his book, “Weavers of Song: Polynesian Music and Dance,” McLean studies and compares traditional Hawaiian music and dance to neighbors in Polynesia, Easter
Island, and New Zealand. In addition, he also notes that Hawaiian music and dance have
traces of European influence. For example, immigrants from Portugal introduced string
instruments to the First Hawaiians, and encouraged them to adopt the braguinha (string
instrument from the guitar family), which later evolved into the Hawaiian ukulele. Sailors, settlers, contract workers brought the guitar to Hawaii, where Native Hawaiians invented the playing technique of slack key guitar (McLean 2000).
Charlotte Heth (1994) explores Native Hawaiian music its original context and
examines its similarities with other native musical traditions. For example, both Native
American peoples and Native Hawaiians “renew and reaffirm themselves on a regular
basis through music, dance, ceremony, rituals, and festivals” (Heth 1994: 32). However,
there are features that make Hawaiian chants unique among native musical traditions. “In
Hawaii, chants, or mele, are particularly important. Unaccompanied mele oli (chant
without accompaniment) are usually sung solo, while mele hula (chant accompanied by
dance) has accompanying dance movements, with or without music. Vocal style is one
of the most important distinguishing characteristics of the old mele oli, sung for religious
purposes and to recite histories and genealogies. In some of the newer styles, such as
hapa haole songs (mixed Caucasian and Hawaiian popular songs) and songs of the pan-
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iolo (Hawaiian cowboys), vocal tricks, including yodeling and falsetto are common”
(Heth 1994: 32). Unfortunately, this rich cultural tradition was harmed by decades of
foreign influence and persecution.
First Hawaiian Tradition and Cultural Loss
Numerous researchers have explored the context of the cultural traumas experienced by First Hawaiians. Their literature provides a historical framework that is
crucial in understanding the First Hawaiians’ loss of cultural identity and in comprehending the persecution of the indigenous Hawaiian arts. Additionally, anthropology
provides a context for the study of culture and the individual.
Franz Boas, the founder of American Anthropology, helped change the way
society views anthropology, from the biological construct of race to the study of cu lture. Boas (1966: 310-311) was interested in the human capacity to create and transmit culture and states that anthropology should provide “a penetrating analysis of a
unique culture describing its form, the dynamic reactions of the individual to the culture and of the culture to the individual.” Boas (1966: 905) was also interested in
studying how societies passed down information from one generation to the next and
states
we agree that certain laws exist which govern the growth of human culture, and it is our endeavor to discover these laws. The
object of our investigation is to find the processes by which certain stages of culture have developed. The customs and beliefs
themselves are not the ultimate objects of research. We desire to
learn the reasons why such customs and beliefs exist – in other
words, we wish to discover the history of their development.
Boas believed that it is important to study different aspects of cultures, and was especially interested in social traditions within communities.
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Alfred Kroeber, a student of Franz Boas, studied primitive societies 1. He is
one of the founders of social anthropology, and was deeply interested in studying how
certain structures and relationships can be found in societies throughout the world .
Kroeber conducted fieldwork among the American Indians in North America, which
gave him the basis for his idea that culture is transmitted through human interactions.
Much of Kroeber’s life and work were devoted to the preservation of cultural
knowledge so that indigenous societies would not disappear.
Clifford Geertz, a prolific anthropologist from the United States and author
of “The Interpretation of Cultures,” viewed culture as a text that must be interpreted
by anthropologists. Geertz (1973: 5) states
The concept of culture I espouse, and whose utility [my] essays below attempt to demonstrate, is essentially a semiotic one. Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspended in webs of
significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be those webs,
and the analysis of it to be therefore not an experimental science in
search of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning.
Geertz believed that humans transmit culture through signs and symbols, in much the
same way that the First Hawaiians transmitted their life stories and traditions through
the dancing of the hula. Geertz’s views shifted the way anthropologists viewed cultures, from process to transmission. The Hawaiian hula kahiko transmits the stories
and traditions of the First Hawaiians, and without it, much of the cultural history of
the First Hawaiians will disappear forever.
Lilikala Kame’eleihiwa (1992) reports on how Hawaiian society was politically, culturally, and socially structured prior to Western influence and was then radi 1

Early anthropologists used the word primitive, therefore I will use the same word when I refer to the
writer who used such wording.
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cally overthrown by missionaries, businessmen, and colonialists. For example, prior
to Western contact, Hawaiian natives held a collectivist socio-cultural perspective that
valued community and allocated the island’s scarce natural resources based on need .
However, foreigners soon imposed dramatic changes in Hawaiian lifestyle that went
against the core beliefs and long-standing traditions of the indigenous people. Westerners introduced capitalism and fierce competition amongst individuals within a
market economy. First Hawaiians suffered socio-cultural dissonance with this system, which often operates at the expense of the environment and the collective.
Kame’eleihiwa (1992) also explains that the First Hawaiians did not believe
in owning private property, as it went against their religious beliefs and practices .
The Hawaiians believed that the aina (land) was filled with riches and resources; it
gave people life, and as such should be shared, revered, and respected. The traditional belief in land as collective property left First Hawaiians ill equipped to navigate
Western legal tactics and property laws. As George Kanahele (1986: 208) describes,
the First Hawaiians
…belonged to the land. How could you ever own a place, let
alone sell it as a commodity, if its true value is found in the sum of
the lives, memories, achievements, and mana (spiritual power) of
the generations who once dwelled upon it?
Many foreigners exploited the Hawaiian belief in “mana” to privatize the land and to
displace them from their ancestral homes.
However, the most devastating incident in First Hawaiian history was yet to
come. In 1893, American businessmen living in the Hawaiian Islands, with help
from the U.S. government, locked the last reigning Hawaiian monarch, Queen Liliuokalani, inside the Imperial Palace. This illegal overthrow effectively ended the reign
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of the Hawaiian monarchy, and violated acceptable methods for annexation and exis ting treaties. The loss of indigenous sovereignty is a trauma that echoes into the current movements for self-determination, as First Hawaiians lobby for greater selfgovernment. Some of these efforts have borne fruit. In 1994, First Hawaiians successfully fought to have the island of Kaho‘olawe returned to the state of Hawaii by
the U.S. military.
Stannard (1989) and Nordyke (1989) describe the population decline and cultural fragmentation of First Hawaiians. Nordyke (1989) estimates that there were approximately 276,000 inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands before the arrival of Captain
Cook. However, the Hawaiian race soon experienced rapid depopulation to less than
100,000 by 1850. Disease was the clearly the most devastating factor that caused
population decline. First Hawaiian women
...who had sexual relations with members of Cook’s crew contracted syphilis, which caused prenatal infections, congenital defects, and impaired health; and gonorrhea, which caused inflammation and scarring of the reproductive tract, resulting in sterility
[Nordyke 1989: 21]
Venereal diseases lowered fertility and stunted the birth rates of the First Hawaiian
people. Biological maladies such as measles, mumps, whooping cough, tuberculosis,
and others (rarely fatal for Europeans) wreaked havoc and death on the First Hawa iian, as they had no natural immunity. In particular, smallpox “cut a swath of death,
especially on O’ahu where about 15,000 people died before vaccination was carried
out” (Nordyke 1989: 23). To a lesser extent, some of the population decline can be
attributed to the import of firearms and alcoholic beverages from the West.
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Nordyke (1989) found that as the First Hawaiian population declined, the
immigrant population on the Hawaiian Islands grew dramatically. Most notable of
the new ethnicities were Caucasians, who outnumbered Hawaiians by the early 1900s .
As a result of population growth from foreigners, the percentage and representation of
Hawaiians on the islands has significantly diminished over time. According to the
U.S. Census 2000 (U.S. Census 2000), Native Hawaiians currently comprise about
one-fifth of Hawaii’s population.
Lee and Fernandez (1999) research shows Hawaii is unique in North America
as a geographic location, which has a high rate of interracial marriage. Kana’iaupuni
and Liebler (2003) explore the way that interracial marriage has diluted the Native
Hawaiian ethnicity. The perpetuation of the Hawaiians as a distinct ethnicity is dependent upon the romantic decisions of Hawaiian children, and First Hawaiians have
consistently had high rates of marriage with other ethnicities. U.S. Census 2000 data
show that among all married Native Hawaiians, only 19 percent are married to other
Hawaiians. Interracial offspring are particularly challenging to the sustained identity
for First Hawaiians because they are a small distinct group intermixed with a large
ethnically heterogeneous population.
Kana‘iaupuni and Malone (2006) explore how population diversity affects
Native Hawaiian ethnicity. First Hawaiians are primarily multiracial and they report
the highest rates of multiracial status, next to Alaska Natives. About two-thirds of
Native Hawaiians are of mixed-race (U.S. Census 2000). Kana’iaupuni and Liebler
(2003) find that children in Hawaiian couple families almost always self-identify as
being “Hawaiian.” However, for Hawaiians in interracial marriages, the chances that
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the offspring will self- identify as being “Hawaiian” decreases. Thus, interracial marriage has diminishing returns to Hawaiian identification because any gains in Hawaiian population growth are offset by dilution and decreases in self-identification.
U.S. Census 2000 statistics show how Native Hawaiians have dispersed
throughout the globe. “Fewer Native Hawaiian people moved to Hawai‘i between
1995 and 2000 than those who moved away. About 40 percent of self-reported Native
Hawaiians live in the continental United States, while 60 percent continue to reside in
Hawai‘i” (Kana’iaupuni et al 2006: 299). This dispersed population of Native Hawaiians is known as the “Hawaiian Diaspora.” The Diaspora experiences physical isol ation from other Native Hawaiian people and dislocation from their ancestral land,
which makes it more challenging to retain and reinforce their culture and identity.
Kana’iaupuni et al (2006: 299) stated
…the effects of increasing geographic diversity are immediately
apparent in the intermarriage rates of those living in the 48 continental states compared with those still in Hawaii. Whereas 34
percent of married Native Hawaiians in their homeland are married to other Hawaiians, the percentage drops to only seven percent among those residing elsewhere. Because the vast majority
involves White partners, this marriage trend has been described by
some scholars as a ‘whitening of the Hawaiian race’.
Thus, the perpetuation of the First Hawaiian ethnicity is affected by interracial ma rriage, physical dispersal and the growth of non-Hawaiian ethnic groups on the Hawaiian Islands. The First Hawaiians are becoming an endangered species that may not
have any pure-blooded members in the coming years.
Josette Kauanui (2000: 2) describes how the United States Congress defined
First Hawaiians in 1821, as a person who possesses "at least one-half blood quantum
of individuals inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778.” Unfortunately, this ex-
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clusionary metric has been used to determine who is more Hawaiian, and who is less
Hawaiian for the purposes of admissions at schools and the allotment of land . According to Kana‘iaupuni et al (2006: 299), “even defining indigenous peoples by
blood quantum, as is the case for Hawaiians and many American Indian people, is an
explicit legal maneuver to ensure that they eventually disappear into oblivion.”
Ku’ualoha Ho'omanawanui (2004) explores the decline of the native Hawaiian
language through persecution of Christian missionaries and through the pervasiveness
of English language from western influences. He also discusses the successful efforts
to revitalize this language from just a few thousand speakers twenty years ago to
many more today. In fact, Census 2000 estimates possibly as many as 25,000 Hawaiian language speakers, making Hawaiian one of the only indigenous languages to
have grown between 1990 and 2000 (Ho'omanawanui 2004).
Socioeconomic Metrics for First Hawaiians
This section examines the quantitative research on the socioeconomic status of
the First Hawaiian population. First Hawaiians are among the most disadvantaged ethnic
groups in America, and today face significant challenges, falling well behind national
poverty averages.
The Policy Analysis and System Evaluation (PASE 2009) at Kamehameha
Schools show that First Hawaiians are struggling to survive on a day-to-day basis. The
poverty rate for First Hawaiian families is higher than any other ethnic group in the state
of Hawaii, and “one in every six Native Hawaiians families (16 percent) of the native
population has an income below the poverty line, compared with 10.7 percent of the total
state population” (PASE 2009: 7).
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Moreover, PASE (2009: 7) found that income metrics clearly show that First
Hawaiians struggle to survive within the modern capitalistic economy, and the “per capita income for First Hawaiians ($14,199) was the lowest among the state’s major ethnic
groups – less than half that of non-Hispanic Whites ($30,199) and almost 35 percent lower than the statewide figure ($21,525).” This translates into lower family incomes for
First Hawaiian families. First Hawaiians have the lowest mean family income in Hawaii,
earning $55,865 per year (PASE 2009: 7). This income gap creates a substantial burden
on Hawaiian parents because of their large family structures.
PASE further noted that single-parent families are unable to shoulder the large
burden of supporting the family structure, and
…one out of three native Hawaiian children in single-parent families
(36.7 percent) fell below the poverty threshold. Compared with children in married-couple families, Hawaiian children in single-parent
families are almost four times more likely to fall below the poverty
line. Among single-mother families with children younger than
eighteen years old, the median family income among First Hawaiians
($19,530) is $700 lower than the national average of $20,284 (PASE
2009: 2-8).
The higher cost of living in Hawaii disproportionately diminishes the buying power of
First Hawaiian families. Purchasing even the most basic necessities in Hawaii is expensive. Thus, “a given income allows one to purchase fewer goods and services in Hawai’i
than in most other states” (PASE 2009: 5). Also, cost to rent a home in Hawaii is higher
than the national average. In fact, the First Hawaiian median rent was more than “$150
higher than that of Black or African-American households ($544 per month) and American Indian and Alaska Native households ($548 per month), and nearly $90 greater than
the $613 per month paid by non-Hispanic White households” (PASE 2009: 5).
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PASE concludes that these significant socioeconomic hurdles have a profound
effect on First Hawaiian children. “Financial hardships may also have an indirect impact on children because of the strained parental interactions that often accompany economic distress and the decrease in quality family time necessitated by many low-income
parents’ long work hours” (PASE 2009: 1).
Hishinuma et al (2000: 1) examined alcohol use among First Hawaiians.
The abuse of alcohol has increasingly been linked to child abuse and neglect. Mokuau
(2002: 85) found that First Hawaiians account for the largest number of cases of child
abuse and neglect in Hawaii. The Director of the State of Hawaii Department of Human
Services states that “approximately 85 percent of the adults involved with child protective
services have serious substance abuse problems.” An increasing number of First Hawaiian women abuse alcohol, and bear children with prenatal alcohol and drug exposure. In
addition, the abuse of alcohol often leads to other social problems, such as homelessness,
poverty, suicide, and violence.
The National Survey on Drug Use and Health Drug (2009) found that First Hawaiians struggle with drug dependence. Illicit drug abuse within the First Hawaiian
community is 12.5%, significantly higher than the national average of 8.0% (National
Center for Education Statistics 2008). Unfortunately, drug abuse in the First Hawaiian
community increases the propensity of First Hawaiians for depression, unhealthy lifestyles, poor pregnancy outcomes, crimes, and HIV/AIDS.
Noreen Mokuau (2002) found that parents and caregivers who abuse substances
also place their children at risk for substance use. The more exposure to family and
community substance abuse a First Hawaiian child has, the more likely it is that the child
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will struggle with substance use, and a vicious cycle continues. Mokuau found that First
Hawaiian youth have the highest rate of substance use, particularly in the use of methamphetamines, among ethnic groups in Hawaii. Okamoto et al. (2009) uses an exploratory
survey with factor analysis to understand the contributing factors for higher drug use
amongst First Hawaiian youth versus non-Hawaiian youth. “The Native Hawaiian subsample (n=194) indicated the presence of three factors accounting for 63% of the variance: peer pressure (23%); family offers and context (21%); and unanticipated drug offers (19%)” (Okamoto et al. 2009: 1). Okamoto et al. notes that research indicates a
need to develop and assess culturally specific drug prevention programs for youth as a
means of decreasing exposure to these factors. He further notes the importance of gender-and culture-specific resistance skills so that youth can learn to say no to drug offers,
conformity, and peer pressure.
First Hawaiians have among the highest mortality rate among all ethnic groups
in Hawaii. “In 2000, the average life expectancy of First Hawaiians was 74.3 years compared to 79.0 for Caucasians, 80.9 for Filipinos, and 82.8 for Japanese” (Park et al 2002:
1). Hishinuma et al (2000: 331) argues that there is an urgent need for “additional prevention, screening, and intervention programs in Hawaii, including socio-culturally appropriate ones, as well as a need for further research.”
Kim et al (2002) and MacDonald (2003) found that people with Hawaiian ancestry were also at higher risk for social misconduct and incarceration. Having a large percentage of its people incarcerated is devastating to ethnic Hawaiian communities and
their families. This vicious cycle puts young First Hawaiians at-risk for academic and
social underperformance.
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Cultural Development for Hawaiian Youth through School Programs
This section examines research on the academic and social underperformance of
First Hawaiian youth and culturally relevant programs that address their unique needs.
Young people of First Hawaiian ethnicity inherit distinct cultural traumas and face dire
socioeconomic realities. The results of these pressures are well detected and documented
by researchers examining First Hawaiian youth.
First Hawaiians have higher rates of youth suicide and youth deaths (Spoehr et
al. 1998; Goebert and Birnie 1998). Survey data showed First Hawaiians have higher
rates of “suicidal ideation, suicide plans, and suicide attempts than the national average.”
High suicide rates contribute to First Hawaiian poverty due the lost earning power of
grieving parents and survivors in addition to significant psychological costs, spiritual
devastation, and permanent cultural loss to the First Hawaiian community. Researchers
stress the need for more opportunities to determine if tailored programs and interventions
need to be developed for First Hawaiian youths.
The National Center for Education Statistics (2008) found that among noninstitutionalized 16- to 24-year-olds, First Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders have a disproportionately number of high school dropouts at seven percent. Moreover, First Hawaiians experience lower levels of educational achievement. Statistics show that First Hawaiians score below national norms on standardized education achievement tests at all
grade levels including vocabulary test scores. “Both public and private schools continue
to show a pattern of lower percentages of First Hawaiian students in the uppermost
achievement levels and in gifted and talented programs. First Hawaiian students continue
to be overrepresented among students qualifying for special education programs provided
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to students with learning disabilities, mild mental retardation, emotional impairment, and
other such disabilities (Kamehameha Schools 1993: 2). These metrics inevitably result in
the under-representation of First Hawaiians in colleges and universities.
Cathie Jordan (1984) conducted a long term study and noted a significant high
school dropout rate among First Hawaiians. Jordan notes that modern schools are challenging environments for First Hawaiian students because Western culture is emphasized,
while one’s cultural heritage is deemphasized. The researcher discovered that educational curriculum is more effective when greater detail is paid to one’s cultural heritage. Students are apt to learn and retain information when they feel comfortable in their environment, and teachers incorporate ethnic traditions and foreign language in the curriculum.
First Hawaiian youths often suffer from unhealthy eating and nutritional habits.
James and Misra (2004: 1) found that many Pacific Island Americans have adopted an
Americanized diet
….of fast foods and highly processed foodstuffs such as white flour,
white sugar, canned meat and fish, butter, margarine, mayonnaise,
carbonated beverages, candies, cookies, and sweetened breakfast cereals.

As a result, First Hawaiian children suffer from high levels of obesity, heart disease, cardiovascular disease, hypertension, high cholesterol and diabetes. Lai and Saka (1998)
acknowledge that First Hawaiians lead a sedentary lifestyle and are predisposed to the
storage of fat. However, Lai and Saka stress the importance of diet, exercise, and nutritional education so that First Hawaiian children will move away from a diet that includes
fast and processed foods.
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Sasaki and Kameoka (2009: 2) found that “Native Hawaiian adolescents were
most likely to engage in lifetime sexual intercourse, recent sexual intercourse, and sexual
initiation before age 13 years.” The risky behavior of young Hawaiians is correlated to
increasing rates of “premature morbidity and mortality by contributing to risk of unintended teen pregnancy, HIV/AIDS, and other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).”
Moreover, Lawrence Miike (1996) found that First Hawaiians also have the highest rate
of births outside of marriage, a factor that may contribute to social and economic difficulties.
While there is an abundance of research on minority youth outreach programs,
there are few researchers who have demonstrated work in First Hawaiian communities.
Tucker and Herman (2004) demonstrate a Research-Based Model Partnership Education
Program that specifically addresses cultural issues with African American children and
found increases in pro-social behavior and improved parent-child relationships.
Hishinuma and Chang (2009: 987) examine the Malama O Ke Kai, an afterschool, youth-risk prevention program that “emphasizes First Hawaiian values and activities to promote positive youth development for fifth and sixth graders in a rural First Hawaiian community.” The program emphasizes First Hawaiian culture through activities
and protocols. “For example, oli, a traditional Native Hawaiian chant, is used to open
and close the activities for the day” (Hishunuma and Chang 2009: 992). The results of
the program “indicated positive gains on youth self-reports in First Hawaiian values, selfesteem, anti-drug use, violence prevention strategies, and healthy lifestyle in Year 1, and
in family cohesion, school success, and violence prevention strategies in Year 2”
(Hishunuma and Chang 2009: 987).
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Lester Young (1980) found that one of the challenges in developing youth cultural programs is the negative views that First Hawaiians have about government and
sponsoring organizations. The numerous cultural traumas experienced have led many
First Hawaiians to mistrust the government and other institutions and thus to resist seeking medical treatment from “Western trained practitioners, who are often seen as culturally insensitive” (Young 1980: 19). Young explains that mistrust is a significant barrier to
implementing workshops and events for First Hawaiians, particularly if police officers
and local government agencies are involved.
Fauth and Brooks-Gunn (2007) found that sports participation causes greater delinquency rates and substance abuse. However, arts programs lead to positive metrics.
This research suggests that culturally relevant arts programs may have greater potential to
address social underperformance in First Hawaiian youth than do athletic programs.
Summary
While this research measures the Western perspective of quality of life, it reflects the severe socio-cultural issues in the First Hawaiian’s history and hints at their uncertain future. The historical research recounts how foreign influence altered the cultural
development of the Hawaiian people. For better or worse, many of these historical
changes are permanent. First Hawaiians can no longer live off of the (now privatized)
land. They cannot hunt. Fishing is not what they traditionally took part in. The diet of
the United States has caused severe health problems. Hawaiian – once the native language of First Hawaiians, has been replaced by English at home and in public classrooms. Western culture is pervasive due to the tourism industry and national media
throughout the islands.
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The research above demonstrates how cultural traumas create disparity and social need for First Hawaiians, and more specifically First Hawaiian children. The inclusion of performing arts, in the present case, the hula, in programs designed for First Hawaiian youth, carries the potential for understanding the past, and imaging the future.
The dissertation explores this research in greater detail.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH PROCESS
Introduction
The research for this study on First Hawaiian Performing Arts was conducted
using Herda’s (1999: 85-115) guidelines for critical hermeneutic interpretive participatory research. Each researcher carries out a field-based research project by creating and
designing an individual research inquiry. The first section introduces the theoretical
framework of my proposed research, describing critical hermeneutic participatory inquiry
as it relates to my three proposed categories: Narrative Identity, Mimesis, and Forgiveness. The second section describes the research protocol, and includes: the Entrée to
the Research Site, Identified Participants, Invitation to Conversations, Research Categories and Questions, Data Collection, Journal Recording, Timeframe, the Data Analysis,
Pilot Study and its Implications. The final section provides information on the Researcher’s Background.
Theoretical Framework
The path to a field-based research project is not a direct one. Since there is no
set of closed instructions on how one conducts the participatory research, each researcher
uses her own interpretive method and follows a separate path.

The research protocol in

hermeneutic research serves only as a guideline for how one may conduct his study.
Language, understanding, and culture are in a constant state of change. Each researcher
is therefore charged with learning about language, listening to the text and research presented at hand, and understanding how to use one’s data to open up new worlds filled
with possibilities.
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In the course of my research, I held conversations with First Hawaiians who
used narrative and dance to retell stories of the past. This gave me the opportunity to better understand the plight of the First Hawaiians during the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy, and the suffering that they endured and continue to endure today.
When First Hawaiians shared their stories, they helped to shape a new identity, and
move towards a new life different than the one they lead today. By acknowledging the
past, and forgiving those who have wronged them, First Hawaiians can continue to move
forward towards a brighter future.
Research Category One: Narrative Identity
My study utilizes narrative identity and understanding of the other to imagine
new worlds that connect the past to the future through memory and expectation, so
that one may find the capacity to take action in the present. History will continue to
repeat itself for the First Hawaiians, unless through reinterpretation of past experien ces, they are able to create new stories that speak of their past, present, and future.
As individuals, we each have our own stories that speak of our experiences,
our relationships, and our actions. This identity sets us apart from others in society
and distinguishes our character and our capacity to act. Ricoeur (1992) describes this
identity as our narrative identity. When we tell our narrative, we give life and meaning to our stories, and open up new worlds of possibilities.
According to Ricoeur (1992: 2-4) our identity is made up of idem and ipse,
or “our self” and “other self.” Idem holds our history and cannot be changed.
Through ipse, our “other self,” we have the power to change and develop through new
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relationships and understanding of the other (Ricoeur 1984). Ipse allows us to integrate between the person and society or community.
The hula and its accompanying meles reveal the Hawaiian culture, history,
values, and belief systems. The hula kahiko can be thought of as a living text, it tells
a story and contains narrative identity. There is a part of the person dancing that will
retain the sameness and tradition of the Hawaiian hula through idem. However, as
our culture changes, society changes, and our interpretation of the past will change as
well. Therefore, it can be said that in the hula, part of the person dancing will change
in relationship to others. The First Hawaiian hula kahiko demonstrates Ricoeur’s
concept of both idem and ipse.
Ricoeur (1991: 431) states, “A text is not an entity closed upon it; it is the
projection of a new universe, different from the one in which we live.” In other
words, our stories are not fixed. They will change based on promises that are fulfilled
and unfilled. Our text will change when we intertwine our stories, and change in relation to others. We can move from the world “as it is” to the world “as it ought” to be.
Text holds the freedom to imagine a new world filled with possibilities where we can
change and reconfigure our lives.
Our text and the story of our lives can continue to change until the day we
die, because we have the power to make changes and reconfigure our lives while we
are a part of this earth. The events in our lives fit into a narrative, and when we tell it,
there is truth and power in our story. We have the power to fuse elements of the past,
with a bright and unknown future. Our narratives are made up not only of actions and
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events, but also of different characters. Every character has a past, a present, and a
future.
Research Category Two: Mimesis
Ricoeur introduces the theory of time through mimesis, which can be used to
understand how a society’s way of life can be remembered or forgotten over time.
Ricoeur divides mimesis (time) into three separate domains:
Mimesis1 (pre-figuration) holds our history and our traditions. For First Hawaiians, this past history includes historical traumas, the loss of a once independent
and thriving nation, and a struggle to adapt in the modern world. Mimesis2 (configuration) is the present and the now. The present and now is created through emplotment and configuration. Emplotment allows us to plot out the points of our story
so that others can make sense of our narratives so that we can come to an interpretive
understanding. Through mutual understanding, we can create a fusion of horizons
and enact lasting change. Mimesis3 (re-figuration) holds our hopes and imaginations
for the future. Herda (1999: 78-79) states
…all three stages of mimesis are creative acts and are interrelated.
Although action is present in all three stages, it is most important
at mimesis3. At this stage, we imagine ourselves acting and inhabiting a world with indirect reference to the world in mimesis 1.
There is a new possibility for living our lives and carrying out our
policies when we critique our taken-for-granted world.
Imagination is the cornerstone for action. Imagination makes it possible to experience a new world in one’s mind. We allow ourselves to see situations in a new light,
and explore the past and the future. Through this journey, we analyze our past history, based on our future expectations. We find the freedom to project possibilities and
envision a new world. We take action to bring that imagined world to a new place.
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History will continue to repeat itself for the First Hawaiians unless through
reinterpretation of past experiences they are able to create new stories that speak of
their past, present, and future. Ricoeur (1984: 70-71) states that “mimesis 3 marks the
intersection of the world of the text and the world of the hearer or reader; the intersection therefore, of the world configured by the poem [text/hula] and the world wherein
real action occurs and unfolds its specific temporality.” In this space between
memory and expectation individuals can find their ability to initiate action and open
possible worlds. It is through the hula that a re-remembering, a renewal and a reappropriation of life, can take place
Research Category Three: Forgiveness
By understanding the past, and imagining a new future, we can take action
in the present to change the course of our lives. Our identity is developed through
time, and we are capable of reinventing the story of our lives through critical refle ction of the past. In order to move forward, the First Hawaiians must reflect on their
past, refigure their identity, and forgive the United States government for the illegal
overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy so that they can begin the process of healing.
The First Hawaiian history is filled with painful memories of a tumultuous past
that cannot be forgotten. After the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy, many
First Hawaiians found themselves lost in their homeland, and daily life became a struggle. Forgiveness is a critical step in imagining the future. Ricoeur (2004: 457) teaches
that forgiveness “constitutes the horizon common to memory, history, and forgetting.”
First Hawaiians must find the capacity to forgive in order to move forward in their lives.
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Forgiveness does not mean forgetting the past. Rather, through sharing our stories, it may serve as the impetus in allowing us to be free from the past and move towards
the future. When we share our stories with others, we allow ourselves the opportunity to
remember the past, and create the possibility to reconfigure events. Retelling dark and
painful histories may allow First Hawaiians to let go of their pain and move forward into
the future.
Research Guidelines
Entrée to the Research Sites
In the summer of 2010, I flew to Honolulu, Hawaii to gather data and research
for my dissertation. It was here on this Island that I was able to meet with research conversation participants, and gain a greater understanding of the First Hawaiians and their
native art form.
Several months before I returned to Honolulu, I had contacted my former teacher Hattie Phillips or “Auntie Hattie,” as she is known throughout the community. Hattie
served as the Director of Hawaiian Resources at Punahou School, and also a teacher and
director of the school’s annual Holoku Program. I had spoken to Hattie about my research, and she expressed a great interest and a real desire to participate in the study.
Hattie stated that once she had a better understanding of my research, she would lead me
to many others who would also be interested in sharing their stories. We arranged a time
and place to meet in summer 2010. As the date grew nearer, I contacted Hattie and left
several voicemails and emails, which were never returned. I found this strange as Hattie
had been extremely responsive throughout the spring, and seemed excited by the topic of
my research. Weeks later, I would learn that Hattie had passed away from an unexpected
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illness. Hattie was greatly loved by so many in the community, and the large gathering at
her life celebration was a testament to the many that she touched with her kind words and
thoughtful ways. Hattie will be missed for her generous spirit, her zest for life, and her
great understanding of the Hawaiian culture and community.
I did experience some difficulty in finding conversation participants who were
willing and able to participate in my study. There were many individuals I spoke to who
originally agreed to be a part of the study, however, when told that the study was not
anonymous and actual names would be used, declined to participate. A few other potential participants did not return emails or voicemails, or show up at the designated meeting
time. I am still not sure why this happened, but perhaps it was due to the sensitive nature
of the subject.
Nevertheless, I spent the rest of the summer in search of additional research
conversation participants, and had the good fortune to be invited to two hula halaus (hula
schools). One hula school, Hula Halau Ka Hale I O Kahala, welcomed me with open
arms. The dancers of Hula Halau Ka Hale I o Kahala were so open and gracious and I
was invited to observe their hula classes. One must always have permission to sit and
observe classes, as this is a sign of respect for the Kumu and the Halau. I was also invited to sit and observe rehearsals for a future performance. I was introduced to several
dancers who asked me to observe and immerse myself in their dance, and they stated that
everyone is welcome in hula. It was here that I was able to hold both Formal and Informal conversations with several dancers who continued to inspire me on my search towards a better understanding on the importance of perpetuating and preserving the Sacred
Hula.
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Because I spent additional time on the Island of Oahu, I had the opportunity to
attend the Prince Lot Hula Festival at the famed Moanalua Gardens. The festival is one
of the largest non-competitive hula festivals in the Islands, and celebrates the life of
Prince Lot Kapuaiwa, who was instrumental in reviving the sacred hula in the Moanalua
district. The annual festival featured performances in both hula kahiko and hula auana.
The festival is a ceremony that has special significance and protocols that go along with
it. Dancers perform on a special pa, or hula mound, consecrated in the traditional style
that allows all dancers to feel a connection to their past.
During my time in Hawaii, I also had the opportunity to attend Ahihi Lehua: For
the Love of Hula, a showcase featuring hula kahiko and hula ‘auana at at the Hawaii
State Theatre. The emcee for the performance stated that the Ahihi Lehua is a bright
crimson flower that blooms in the uphill valleys of Nu’uanu, and like the beloved hula, is
“vibrant, attractive and deep-rooted. Noted halau hula combined their talents and heritage to weave a lei of song, chant and mo’olelo for all to enjoy – for the love of hula, for
the love of Hawai’i nei.” The program included extraordinary performances by Kumu
Hula Robert Uluwehi Cazimero, Vicky Holt Takamine, Mapuana de Silva, Michael Pili
Pang, Maelia Loebenstein Carter and Manu Boyd and their halau dancers. The purpose
of the hula showcase was to “perpetuate and share generations of hula traditions, mele,
values and aloha.”
I attended a private tour of the Iolani Palace, the official residence of the Hawaiian monarchy as part of my field research. The private tour of the Palace allowed me to
see certain areas and rooms that are closed to the general public. The Palace was built in
1882 by King David Kalakaua, and served as the official residence of the monarchy until
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the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian government in 1893. The Palace became the official residence of the Provisional government, and later the Republic, Territory, and State
of Hawaii government offices. The State of Hawaii government offices were vacated in
1969, paving the way for a full Palace Restoration and a return to its former glory. Today
the Iolani Palace serves as a historic museum that allows us to glimpse into the lives of
the monarchy, and imagine how the First Hawaiians once lived their lives.
While attending these performances and touring the Iolani Palace, I was able to
interact with others and hold Informal Conversations with participants.
Research Participants
Research participants between the ages of 25 through 55 agreed to participate in
this study. The participants were all residents of Honolulu, Hawaii. Each conversation
participant signed the Consent to Participate (Appendix A). I transcribed the conversations, and analyzed the data using critical hermeneutic theory. The stories that were
shared were meaningful in nature, and helped the researcher to gain a better understanding of the First Hawaiian past and present, and gave light to ideas for the future.
The following individuals willingly participated in research conversations, and
were happy to share their knowledge and understandings of the hula.
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CHART OF PARTICIPANTS
DANCERS

Joanna Kawamoto
Marty Martinson LuiKwan
Robyn Lee
Paulette Nakamatsu
Marie Paresa
Brenda Yim

AGE

OCCUPATION

CULTURAL
BACKGROUND

30-40

Accountant

ASIAN

45-55

Marketing

ASIAN

25-35

Nurse

ASIAN

45-55

Nurse

HAPA

40-50

Dancer

HAWAIIAN

45-55

Office Manager

ASIAN

Conversations with research participants took place in their homes, coffee shops,
and the hula studio Ka Hale I O Kahala in Kahala on the island of Oahu. The participants were very open and willing to answer all of my questions, even questions that
spoke to a darker time in Hawaiian history. I found the conversations to be open, honest,
and insightful. One theme that continued throughout the course of my conversations was
that the hula serves as a living text that preserves national identity when culture is being
lost. Without continued education the history and traditions of the First Hawaiian may be
lost forever.
I met my participants through a variety of sources. It is interesting to note that
once I met my first participant, they were able to lead me to others who were interested in
telling their stories. All of the participants currently live and reside in Hawaii, which
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made it very easy to meet and converse. After the conversations were completed, I transcribed the taped conversations, and sent it to the participants for review and comments.
Joanna Kawamoto (30-40) was born and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii. She currently works as a Senior Manager in the Audit and Risk Services department at Deloitte
and Touche in Honolulu. Joanna is a graduate of Punahou School a private school in
Honolulu, Hawaii, and the University of Washington, in Seattle, Washington. Joanna has
been studying hula since the age of five through private lessons, most recently under the
direction of Leina‘ala Kalama Heine.
Marty Martinson Lui Kwan (45-55) was born and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Marty has worked in many different lines of service, including marketing, branding, advertising, and has recently created her own retail line of clothing. Marty has done a fair
amount of Hawaiian cultural consulting, and lately worked as a creative consultant on
cultural documentary film. Marty has studied the hula most of her life, under the direction of Leina’ala Akamine, Leina’ala Kalama Heine, Hoakalei Kamauu, Mae Klein,
Auntie Maiki Aiu Lake, and is currently studying under the direction of Pohai Souza.
Marty noted that most of her kumu hula is from the same hula lineage of Auntie Maiki.
Robin Lee (25-35) was born and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii. She currently
works as a nurse at the Queen’s Hospital in Honolulu, Hawaii, and is a graduate of MidPacific School of the Performing Arts, a private school in Honolulu, and Creighton University in Omaha, Nebraska. Robin has been dancing for most of her life under the direction of Michael Lanakila Casupang. She recently had the honor of participating in the
famed Merry Monarch Festival, a week-long festival that honors the late king David Ka-
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lakaua, who inspired “the perpetuation of (Hawaiian) traditions, native language, and the
arts” in Hilo, Hawaii.
Paulette Nakamatsu (45-55) was born and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii. Paulette first learned to dance the hula from her mother; mothers would teach daughters, and
fathers would teach their sons, and the hula was passed down in this never ending circle.
At the time of our discussion, Paulette was a reigning Princess in the May Day Court.
She currently dances under the direction of Leimomi I Maldonado.
Marie Paresa (40-50) was born and raised in Hawaii. Marie is of Hawaiian ancestry, and some of her earliest memories are of learning the hula from her family, and
dancing at gatherings and celebrations. Her grandmother would write songs, and ask Marie to serve as her scribe. At the time of our discussion, Marie was a reigning Princess in
the May Day Court. She currently dances under the direction of Leimomi I Maldonado,
and in her free time also assists “Auntie Lei” in teaching classes
Brenda Yim (45-55) was born and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii. Brenda graduated from Punahou School, in Honolulu, Hawaii, and holds degrees from UC Irvine and
UCLA, in California. She is a professional ballet dancer, who learned the hula early in
life from her mother, and she works as an Office Manager in her husband’s medical practice. Brenda currently dances under the direction of Leimomi I Maldonado.
Research Questions
The primary research categories, as discussed earlier, for this research study are
narrative identity, mimesis, and forgiveness. I developed several questions for each category to guide my conversations with First Hawaiian participants. The questions posed
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were not designed to solicit specific answers from each participant; rather, they served as
a guide to promote discussions and ideas. My research questions were as follows:
Category I: Narrative Identity


Please tell me about your background and educational experience.



How did you first get involved in First Hawaiian performing arts? What types
of hula do you study and perform?



How do you view your role as a First Hawaiian performing artist?



Do you learn the meaning behind the text before you learn a particular dance?



When you are performing a traditional hula, what do you hope to convey to
your audience?



Have you studied Hawaiian history or language? How does your understanding of history and language contribute or detract from your performance?

Category II: Mimesis


As a First Hawaiian performing artist, do you feel you have any responsibility
in relation to your audience? Should the audience determine what should be
performed and the style and manner in which it is performed?



Are First Hawaiian performing arts present in the current educational system?
What are your views, thoughts, and reflections on this?



Do you feel First Hawaiian performing arts should play an important role in
an educational curriculum? Will it help to mold the Hawaiian identity?



What are your hopes and dreams for the future of Hawaiian performing arts?

Category III: Forgiveness


Do your memories and understanding of the past play a role in forgiveness?



How do you feel about the U.S. government’s illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy? Do you think First Hawaiians have forgiven the U.S. government?



Do you feel it is possible to right the historical wrongs of the past? What role
do you think forgiveness will play in moving forward into the future?
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Conversations
Data was collected from research conversations. The conversation was taped
with a digital recorder and wireless microphone in order to capture an authentic dialogue
with the participant. The conversations were then transcribed by the researcher, and analyzed using the research categories of narrative identity, mimesis and forgiveness to create a text for interpretation. All conversations were conducted in English. I summarized
my research topic for all participants prior to starting each conversation.
A personal research journal was used to document my reflections and experiences throughout, and included both formal and informal conversations. Information was
gathered in the form of a narrative. After the initial interview, I scheduled follow-up
conversations as needed to continue the documentation process and gather additional information and insights from each participant. Once completed, I sent each participant a
copy of the transcript, and asked them to review the transcript for accuracy. I then asked
the participant to reflect on our conversation, and allowed them the opportunity to
change, correct or modify their original statements. The research conversation participants approved the final transcript, and this served as the source for my final data analysis.
Observation
The First Hawaiian hula is a moving text that provides an opportunity for further
examination and interpretation. During this research process, I observed First Hawaiian
artists performing the hula in both a formal and informal performance. The performances
gave me a glimpse into the traditional practices of the ancient Hawaiians. Every gesture,
movement, and expression, spoke of the stories of a people and a place. Each dance was
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set to the chanting of powerful voices and movements that together remind us of the First
Hawaiians, how they lived, what they thought about, their relationship to the land, their
natural resources, and to each other. These observations were recorded for review and
further reflection.
Documents
Documents and cultural artifacts related to the study were collected during the
research process. Documents create a historical account that allows us to see a chain of
events and their interrelation. These documents were used to create a text for additional
understanding and interpretation.
I took a number of photographs during the course of my research. I wanted to
capture the hula as a text in motion, and was able to do so during meetings with conversation participants. The photographs depict a story and show the motions of the hula, the
costumes, adornments, and the beautiful dancers as they share their gift with others. Photographs tell a visual story, and allow the reader to understand the importance of the Hawaiian history. In addition, it offers greater insight into the First Hawaiian identity – who
they were, where they came from, and what they hope to become in the future.
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Figure 2. Hula Dancers

Figure 3. Hula Dancers
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Figure 4. Hula Dancers

Figure 5. Hula Dancers
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Figure 6. Kumu Hula
Personal Journal
As I started along this journey, I was told to keep a personal journal in which to
write down my thoughts, feelings, and observations. Little did I know that this journal
would become an integral part of my research, as I felt free to express myself, and explore new ideas without judgment from the outside world.
The road to writing this dissertation has been an interesting and exciting experience to document. As a certified public accountant by trade, I have spent my life working in a structured atmosphere where everything is linear, and there is no room for deviation. Every number has a place, and every place tells a story. My world has always been
precise, analytical and orderly. In contrast to this, my journey through critical hermeneutics has not been an easy one. In the beginning, I was often struck by days and nights of
uncertainty. I would sit alone at my desk and read through a series of books and articles
that were foreign to me. Every passage, every paragraph was filled with unknown words,
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and themes that did not make sense in light of my earlier studies. These thoughts continued as I started on my journey through the research process. I created a series of questions that spoke to my research categories of Narrative Identity, Mimesis, and Imagination. My journal begins with days of questions, “What does this mean? Am I on the right
track? Am I asking the right questions? How will I know that I’m doing the right thing?”
However, this mood and air of confusion began to change, and mix with days of excitement as I started to gain, observe and speak to conversation participants.
As I was sitting and observing a hula halau, I jotted down some notes in my
journal; “ hula is for everyone, everyone is welcome in the hula.” And this statement
holds true, for hula is for everyone, and open to everyone who is interested in learning
this ancient art form. My research conversation participants stated that you don’t have to
be Hawaiian to learn and understand the hula. In order to truly learn and understand the
hula, you have to be open and willing to embrace the hula, its rich culture and history,
and meaning that is present in all aspects of the dance, the chants, songs, motions, gestures, expressions, costumes, adornments and choice of flowers. In other words, there is
meaning behind all aspects of the dance. Over time, I was able to gather additional information and capture special moments encompassing the hula kahiko, through watching
classes, rehearsals, performances, and workshops.
As I was observing, I wrote down the translations to one of the dances, and although it is probably a rough translation, the words and its meaning are so beautiful. “My
home is where my heart is. I have returned. No more will I wander, for I understand. I
am proud to be Hawaiian.” I wrote in my journal the day of my first conversation that
this was just the beginning, and only later did I realize that this journal would provide the
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opportunity for critical reflection and interpretation in my life and my work – for my
home is where my heart is, and I, too, have returned.
Research Timeframe
Research conversations were completed in the summer of 2010. The conversations were immediately transcribed, and the data analyzed using critical hermeneutic theory.
Data Analysis
I analyzed the data according to the protocol for critical hermeneutic participatory research as described by Herda (1999: 98-100). Herda states that data analysis “is a
creative and imaginative act.” It allows the researcher to imagine new worlds of possibilities, and bring those possibilities to a new place. Ricoeur (1982: 53) teaches us that the
text “must be unfolded, no longer towards its author but towards its imminent sense and
towards the world which it opens up and discloses.” When we unfold the text and see the
world in a different light, we allow ourselves to look at problems differently, and explore
solutions that we never dreamed possible. We can see things clearly, and our worlds are
changed.
Analysis takes place through a sequential series. More specifically, the following points directed the data analysis points.
1. Fix the discourse by transcribing taped conversations
2. Pull out significant statements, develop themes, and place them within Categories.
3. Substantiate the themes or important ideas with quotes from the conversation
transcripts or with observational data as well as data from the researcher’s log.
4. Examine the themes to determine what they mean in light of the theoretical
framework of critical hermeneutics.
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5. Provide opportunity for continued discussion and conversations with participants using the developing text when appropriate.
6. Set a context for the written discussion.
7. In developing the text, discuss groupings of themes or sub-themes within each
category in light of the theory and problem at hand.
8. Discuss the research problem at a theoretical level, thus implementing a further practical use for critical hermeneutics.
9. Ferret out implications from the written discussion that provide insight and
new direction for the issue or problem under investigation.
10. Bring out those aspects of the study that merit further study.
11. Give examples of learning experiences and fusion of horizons on the part of
participants that took place during the research process. Relate the study to
yourself in terms of what you learned and what role the study played in your
life.
After I transcribed the conversations and reflected on the data, I came to new
understandings about the role hula plays in the lives of First Hawaiians, and included
the findings in Chapter 5: Data Analysis.
Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted in the fall of 2009 to test the feasibility of the research topic The Power of Hula: A Performance Text for Appropriating Identity Among
First Hawaiian Youth. The pilot conversation (Appendix H: Transcript of the Pilot Conversation) allowed me to engage with a research participant familiar with the issue at
hand in order to test the viability of my proposed study, research categories, and research
questions. The information garnered from this conversation was used to determine how
the research would come to fruition, as part of a larger dissertation study.
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My pilot study conversation partner, Paula Yee, is a friend and former classmate
at Santa Clara University. Paula is a native of San Francisco, California, who fell in love
with the Hawaiian hula while attending college. Since then, she has studied the hula
through different hula halau in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Honolulu. Our conversation took place in the fall of 2009, and we discussed the importance of preserving a
people’s identity when culture is being lost, the role that art plays in creating and carrying
on traditions, and the importance of art in programs designed for First Hawaiian Youth.
Prior to meeting my research partner, I devised a number of questions for my
chosen categories, and gave great thought into how I would guide the conversation. I
was very apprehensive in the days leading up to our meeting, as I wanted to ask Paula all
the right questions, and ensure that I had the proper data for analysis.
The conversation lasted approximately one hour.

I thought that the first part of

our conversation seemed stilted and a bit rehearsed on my part since I had practiced my
questions a number of times prior to our meeting. I wanted to ask all the right questions,
and not leave anything out. As we started to delve deeper into the subject, I decided that
I would take more time to ask the participant a question, and listen carefully to the answer. I would then gather my thoughts, and decide on the next course of questioning.
This would ensure that I was listening to my conversation participant, and asking
thoughtful questions to guide data analysis, rather than trying to fill all the voids or lulls
in the conversation. I noted that I did not have to ask Paula every question from my list,
and I did not have to answer each question in an exact order. This allowed a free flowing
exchange of ideas and thoughts to materialize.
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I noted that the questions posed were thoughtful and easy for Paula to understand and respond to. Since Paula had been studying the art of hula for several years, she
was able to provide new insights and understandings on the importance of the Hawaiian
hula, and why it should be preserved for future generations.
The pilot study allowed me to engage with a research partner and test the viability of my study. I found that the topic was of great interest to me, and could serve as the
basis for a larger dissertation study.
The three categories that emerged from our conversation were narrative identity,
mimesis, and imagination. I analyzed the conversation using these chosen themes. However, I found that the categories of mimesis and imagination were closely related, making
the data analysis difficult to complete. Mimesis3 (re-figuration) and imagination basically hold our hopes and imaginations for a better future. I decided that I would
change my chosen research categories to narrative identity, mimesis, and forgiveness in
my final dissertation.
Herda (1999) teaches us that data analysis is an imaginative act, in which we are
able to see the world differently than before the research, and imagine creative ways of
appropriating changes to real world problems. It is here in this space that we can become
agents for change.
I followed Herda’s guidelines (1999: 98-99) and fixed the discourse by transcribing taped conversations. I pulled out significant statements, developed themes, and
placed them within categories. I substantiated the themes with quotes from the conversation transcripts, and examined the themes to determine their meaning in light of the
theoretical framework of critical hermeneutics. This provided the opportunity for an
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additional conversation with the participant using the developing text. I selected implications from the written discussion that provided insight and new direction for the issue
under study. The implications allowed me to bring out aspects of my study that merited
further investigation. The pilot study spoke to the importance of preserving a people’s
identity when culture is being lost, the role that art plays in creating and carrying on traditions, and the importance of art in programs designed for First Hawaiian youth.
Background of the Researcher
I was born and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii to a large family that had immigrated
to Honolulu from Guangzhou, China four generations ago in search of work. Many of
my relatives left their homeland and families to find work in the sugar plantations and
pineapple fields in Honolulu – jobs that no one else wanted because of the backbreaking
work and extreme heat. Although the jobs were strenuous, my relatives were happy to
find work, and saved every penny they could to send back to their families in China.
Many of them would dream of the day when they could return home, but most, like my
great- great-grandparents would never return home again.
My maternal grandfather grew up in a large family with six sisters, and one
brother who died at a very young age. Although he valued education, he was the only
boy in the household, and was forced to find work after high school. My grandfather
and grandmother worked tirelessly seven days a week in the Snack Bar that they built
until they finally retired at seventy-five years old. My grandparents worked these long
hours so that they could provide their children with the opportunity to attend private
schools, college, graduate school, and, finally, to give each one startup capital to setup
their own businesses.
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My grandfather always told me that I must go to college. For education is the
key, it is really the only way we can better ourselves, and change the course of our lives.
I asked him once “Gung Gung, why don’t you go to college,” to which he replied “oh no
pet, it’s too late for me now…but it’s not too late for you. You go for me.” My grandfather was an instrumental part of my life, and I think of him often, sometimes with a little
sadness, because I know that this was one dream of his that would never come true.
I believe that this is how I started on my quest for education. I left home shortly
after graduating from Punahou School, and attended Santa Clara University where I
graduated with a degree in Accounting. Although I loved Hawaii, I decided that I wasn’t
quite ready to return home, so I moved to San Francisco to live and work. I began to
make many friends and network with others my age. Many of my new friends would ask
me about Hawaii, the luaus, the hula dancers, the grass skirts, things that they would
learn through movies, the media, and short vacations to Hawaii. I began to think that it
was important to tell others the story of Hawaii – about its history, its people, and its rich
cultural heritage, so that they would know and understand the place where I grew up.
I decided to return to school and obtain a Master in Organization and Leadership
to continue my education, and as I started along this path, I had the good fortune to meet
Dr. Ellen Herda. Dr. Herda was the first professor who said to me “you don’t need another Masters, you should pursue a Doctorate instead. I’m going to help you to transfer
to the correct program.”
Pursuing this degree has taught me so much, and it has given me the opportunity
and the outlet to tell others the story of Hawaii through this indigenous art form and its
native people. I have also learned the importance of looking at the past, understanding
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the present, and imagining a better future for both the people of Hawaii and myself.
And I imagine my grandfather looking down at me, and he is smiling.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
Introduction
The data for this study were collected through conversations with research conversation partners. The individuals who participated in this study were of different ages,
ethnicities, and backgrounds, but shared a common bond in their study and love for the
Hawaiian hula. A description of participants can be found in Chapter Four.
The world is constantly changing. Individuals in our society are often swept up
in these changes, without a clear idea of the future and their place within it. In 1893, the
Hawaiian monarchy was illegally overthrown by forces in the outside world, and the culture and way of life of the First Hawaiian people changed forever. The First Hawaiians
became strangers in their own land.
Illegal overthrows of sovereign nations are not exclusive to Hawaii, and can be
found throughout the world. Unfortunately, victims of these crimes often lack the voice
to be heard, and struggle to adapt in a changing society. In my conversations with participants, the data revealed that the First Hawaiian people are a strong and resilient people,
who live their lives with dignity and pride. However, without a clear understanding of
their past, it is difficult for them to have a sense of who they are today. Our culture and
way of life speak of who we are, where we came from, and must be preserved and protected for future generations.
Conversations with participants revealed my chosen categories of Narrative
Identity, Mimesis, and Forgiveness. Through critical reflection and interpretation, we
can develop new understandings, change in relation to others, and take action in the present to create change.

The Hawaiian hula kahiko is more than just a dance, it is a narra-
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tive text that links the Hawaiian past to the future. It is imperative that we continue to
teach the future generations the importance of this historical treasure. This study aims to
provide a better understanding of the First Hawaiian hula kahiko, and further show the
importance of perpetuating and preserving this historical treasure through youth development programs in Hawaii.
Preserving Identity
The conversations with participants spoke to the importance of preserving a
people’s identity when culture is being lost, the role that art plays in creating and carrying
on traditions, and the importance of developing programs for First Hawaiian youth.
Our identity is made up of our life experiences, our relationships with others,
and our actions. We are constantly changing through living our everyday lives, and our
interactions with others. Ricoeur (1992) teaches us that our Narrative identity is the identity that we possess that unfolds and changes over our lifetime. Each of us possesses the
mind, body, and spirit to make changes in the world, and our character is made up of
“…distinctive marks which permit the re-identification of a human individual as being
the same” (Ricoeur 1992: 19). Our identity is made up of idem-identity (sameness) and
ipse-identity (selfhood). Idem holds our history and all that we hold dear, while ipse
serves as a mediation that allows us to change in relationship to others. We can make
sense of our individual identities in the same way we can identify characters in stories.
Each person has a past, present, and future, and inherits a particular culture and heritage.
All narratives contain ethical dimensions. How we take action or fail to take action in
response to events speaks to our character and our capacity to act. Ricoeur (1992: 262)
teaches us that it is important to live the “good life with and for others in just institu-
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tions.” Through conversations with participants, the theme of narrative identity
emerged in many different lights.
I spoke to conversation participant Marie Paresa on the night before her benefit
gala for her halau Ka Hale I O Kahala. Marie was passing out beautiful fresh flowers for
the ladies to put in their hair for the following night’s performance. Marie invited me to
sit down and join her to discuss the hula and the importance of perpetuating and preserving it for future generations.
During my conversation with Marie, she brought up the concept of narrative
identity. Marie is of Hawaiian ancestry, and she stated that the hula has always been a
big part of her life. Marie grew up dancing, and she remembers her grandmother and
mother teaching her the hula as a young child. Marie stated that
The hula is so meaningful, and there is so much that we learn from
the stories that are passed down to others. My grandparents and parents always wanted us to understand the hula and what it truly means
for the Hawaiian people. Being of Hawaiian ancestry, we almost
have an obligation to understand our culture and preserve that for future generations.
The hula was originally danced at religious ceremonies or as part of sacred rituals, and
played an essential role in the First Hawaiian existence. Ricoeur (1995: 38) states that a
culture comes to understand itself by the stories that are told
We come to understand ourselves and our community by understanding the definitive texts which constitute the community. It is the
world of the text, the possible world projected by the text, a world
which is redescribed and refashioned by the text.
Because the First Hawaiians had no written language, the hula kahiko and its accompanying meles were used as a means of passing down stories about the Hawaiian culture, tradition and values.
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Marie stated that her grandmother and mother “would teach us (the hula), all of
their children.” Dancing the hula helped to bring the family closer together, it linked the
past together with the present. The stories of our oral civilization were passed down
through the ancient Hawaiian hula.
We danced and shared the stories of old Hawaii, the motions, the
songs, the meanings behind it with one another. We danced together
as a family, and we performed for one another and for parties and
special events in our lives. I can remember many parties where the
family would be over, and my grandmother and mother would encourage me and my siblings to get up and dance. It was a way of life
for all of us, and we embraced it.

Marie stated that the hula played an essential role in her life and family existence. The
stories that were passed down from generation to generation helped the First Hawaiians
to understand who they are and where they came from. Kearney (2002: 152) states
When someone asks you who you are, you tell your story. That is
you recount your present condition in light of past memories and future expectations. You interpret who you are now based in terms of
where you are coming from, and where you are going to. And so doing, you give a sense of yourself as a narrative identity that perjures
and coheres over a lifetime.

The First Hawaiians had a story to tell, and they shared it with others in the best way that
they knew how – through song and dance. The First Hawaiians recounted their past history and the stories of their civilization, so that others could come to an interpretive understanding.
Paulette Nakamatsu stated that hula has always played an important role in her
life. Some of her earliest memories are of dancing the hula, and learning of its importance from her mother an Aloha Week Queen in Honolulu. Paulette stated that “the
hula is just a part of our lives and who we are. It has been an amazing journey through
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our family. My mother was a dancer, I am a dancer, and now my daughter is a dancer. I
guess you could say that it has really come full circle.” The hula plays a large role in
Paulette’s life, and forms the basis of her identity and her history. Paulette’s mother
taught and danced the hula, and the narratives of the First Hawaiian people were passed
down through her to future generations.
Paulette stated that a long time ago, “Mothers would teach their daughters, and
fathers would teach their sons, and that generation would then pass that on to their children.” In this way, dances, chants and meles were passed down to future generations.
Paulette further stated that “family and friends would gather for celebrations or religious
ceremonies and you would get up and dance or tell your story. Narratives were told in
order to give life and meaning to the Hawaiian culture and heritage. However, this began
to change with the arrival of Christian missionaries in the early 1800s. Paulette observed
You know the hula was outlawed for many years. And because the
Hawaiians were an oral civilization, a lot of these stories were lost,
possibly forever. So it is important to keep and pass down all that we
know, so that no other stories and dances are lost. We have a duty to
preserve it (stories), and the best way to do so is to continue to learn
and share this through dancing, competition, and performance.
The Christian missionaries saw the hula dance as a savage act, and took steps to outlaw
the practice. The Hawaiian identity began to change dramatically. Ricoeur (in Kearny
1984: 21) states, “I believe we must have a sense of meaningfulness of the past if our projections into the future are to be more than empty utopias.” In other words we must have
an understanding of our past in order to move forwards into a successful future.
Paulette shared, “For part of my life, I didn’t know why my mother wanted this
for me, why she forced me when I was younger.” After placing in the May Day Court,
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Paulette found that “now it all makes sense. When I dance I feel alive, and I feel like I
am sharing an important story with others, a part of our history.”
Ricoeur (1992) teaches us that we must understand our history in order to make
sense of our lives and our place within it. The hula kahiko serves as a narrative that allows us to explain the story of our lives; it is the dialectic between concord and discord.
We narrate our story, and plot out the points of our history, so that others can make sense
of our narrative. We learn things that we didn’t know before, and our lives are forever
changed. We imagine a new world different from the world that we live in, and change
through imagination.
Robin Lee stated that “hula was prohibited by the missionaries, who thought the
hula was a heathen dance. So hula went underground and was practiced in secret for
many years.” The dance became a rebellion against the oppressive parties that sought to
abolish the native dances. Because the hula was lost for many generations, the First Hawaiians did not learn the stories of their people, and therefore did not understand their
past. They wandered through life without a true understanding of who they were, and
where they came from. In order for one to truly understand their identity, they must understand their history and their past.
The historical past of the First Hawaiian community does not have to determine
the future. Marty Martinson Lui Kwan stated, “I really believe that young native Hawaiians today… have lost a connection to their heritage. I believe that the current culture is
too homogenized and commercialized.” Many First Hawaiians have an incomplete understanding of their culture and their history. And today, schools throughout Hawaii do
not teach the Hawaiian Performing Arts. As a result, a generation of First Hawaiians has
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an incomplete understanding of the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy, and the
events that led to the destruction of a once sovereign nation.
Marty stated that the hula is much more than just a simple dance. The hula has
shaped
my core values, and in many ways it asks of us to be better people.
My relationship with my hula sisters, kumu, it is all 'ohana based,
with rules, values and expectations. The hula centers me and makes
me more aware of the natural world and how to be respectful of it.
The current global consciousness of 'taking care of the world' is not a
new concept to Hawaiians, it is how they lived, malama'aina. The
hula is a part of me – it lives in me somewhere. I don’t quite know
how to verbalize it…it is a part of my mana, my spirit, my being.
As individuals we all have our own stories that speak of our experiences, our relationships and our actions. This narrative identity is revealed to us throughout the course of
our existence.
During my conversation with Candace Young, she asserted
The hula is a personal expression for me. It really gives me an opportunity to learn the language, and the stories behind the songs, and
through the stories, you learn about the culture of Hawaii and its
people. We are responsible for learning the text and the meaning
behind the dance and why it was created. The text and the words
come to life when you understand the words. …and it is up to you to
decide how to present and convey meaning to share what you have
learned.
The hula is not just a dance. It is an oral tradition that tells the story of a culture. In ancient times, it was not the dancer’s movements or expression alone, but the chanted
words that helped to create significant meaning. The hula tells an entire story; there is
meaning behind the text, the motions, the costumes, and the adornments. In Candace’s
halau, dancers are responsible for learning the text and the meaning behind the dance and
its creation. When dancers understand the meaning behind the text, they can take steps to
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convey that to their audience. Ricoeur (1982: 53) teaches us that “The text must be unfolded, no longer towards its author but towards its imminent sense and towards the
world which it opens up and discloses.” Through this we are able to look at the world
differently, and seek creative ways to create change.
Hula played an essential role in the First Hawaiian existence. Because the First
Hawaiians were an oral civilization, hula kahiko and its accompanying meles were used
as a means of passing down stories about the Hawaiian culture, tradition and values. Joanna Kawamoto noted that “hula keeps educating people. It continues to live on through
traditions. It is not just a dance with a song. A lot of history comes through in chants and
songs, and the way the halaus are structured.”
Ricoeur (1991: 436-437) teaches us the value of understanding one’s life in stating
….it seems that our life, enveloped in one single glance, appears to
us in the field of a constructive activity, deriving from the narrative
intelligence through which we attempt to recover the narrative identity which constitutes us.
Brenda Yim stated that the hula and its accompanying meles tell the stories of old Hawaii, and reveal the culture, history and values of a people. Brenda maintains that “these
songs are telling stories – they are not just creatively made up. This is actually almost
like a hands-on Hawaiian history book.” The hula kahiko contains narrative identity, and
reveals the stories of an ancient culture. Brenda further states that “History books do not
have the same meanings,” the Hawaiians were an oral civilization, and “history was not
preserved in a written form. Books do not record what the kahiko reveals through its stories.” The hula is a text that when told reveals the Hawaiian history and culture. The
hula kahiko provides a direct link to the ancient past, and it is imperative that this cultural
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artifact be preserved, perpetuated, and added as part of school programs designed for
First Hawaiian youth. Ricoeur (1982: 162) states that “to interpret is to follow the path of
thought opened up by the text, to place oneself en route towards the orient of the text.”
Through interpretation and understanding we can interpret the meaning behind the text.
The hula and its accompanying meles reveal the Hawaiian culture, history,
values, and belief systems. The hula kahiko can be thought of as a living text, and
when set to motion, tells a story and contains narrative identity. There is a part of the
person dancing that will retain the sameness and tradition of the Hawaiian hula
through idem. However, part of the person dancing will change in relationship to
others. The First Hawaiian hula kahiko demonstrates Ricoeur’s concept of both idem
and ipse.
The Power of Language
Language is a text that binds a community of individuals together, and forms the
basis of one’s identity. Heidegger (1971: 5) called “language…..the House of Being…[and] man by virtue of his language dwells within the claim and call of Being.” We
reside in language and are able to communicate and understand one another when we
share this common bond.
Candace’s halau teaches the importance of learning and understanding the Hawaiian language. Candace stated that she studied Hawaiian as a student and teacher.
It gave me a great respect for the Hawaiian culture. Through teaching and learning about the Hawaiian culture, this is how I developed
a real love for Hawaiian dance and music. When I understand a
dance, and have a true understanding of the meaning (behind it), I am
able to really connect and show that through my performances. And
while I am not fluent in Hawaiian, I am taking steps to really study
and learn the language.
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We make sense of our relationships with others through language and understanding.
Herda (1999: 61) states
Humans dwell in language….. Language brings worlds into being
and, in bringing disclosed. If a person learns to listen, and not only
hear, what is already understood, opportunities come into play to open
new worlds. The possibility then exists for us to live in appropriation
where a person and world work together more fully recognizing where
one belongs.
Marty elucidates
I have actually taken quite a few courses in 'olelo Hawaii to broaden
my knowledge and understanding. I really feel that having some understanding of the language and history deepens and enriches one's
understanding of hula. It really helps you to know how to perform it;
what is the story being conveyed in the hula to others, and how to
share that with others. It really is the only dance I can think of that
requires words to execute it, the dancer is interpreting and telling the
story with each movement & expression, so understanding the language is key.

Robin further discussed the importance of language and understanding. Although she
does not speak fluent Hawaiian, she says
I know phrases and words, but do not speak and truly understand
Hawaiian. I wish that I did. It is really important for you to study
and understand the meaning before you dance. For example our
chant in kahiko, they don’t want us to just stand there with no understanding of the song. You really have to know what you’re saying
and chanting about. One of the things is the heavens and the mountains. The judges are looking at you and what you are trying to convey through the dance, so if you’re talking about the heavens and you
are looking down at the ground, they know that you have no idea
what you are saying. It’s not just put your hand here, your other
hand here. This is what you are representing.
The motions of the hula are closely attuned to the meaning and words of the songs. The
hula kahiko represents an oral history and storytelling that lives within language.
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Through language and understanding “The possibility then exists for us to live
in an appropriation where a person and a world work together more fully recognizing
where one belongs” Herda (1999: 62). Language is an essential component of the ancient Hawaiian hula, and in many ways determines the degree of interconnectedness
among the First Hawaiian community.
Changing the Future
The threefold mimetic process was also a recurring theme in my conversations.
Mimesis1 (pre-figuration) is the past-present, Mimesis2 (con-figuration) is the present,
and Mimesis3 (re-figuration) is the future. The historical past of the First Hawaiian
community does not have to determine the future. Ricoeur (1991: 436) states
Augustine sees time as being born in the unceasing differentiation of
the three aspects of the present: expectation, which he calls the presence of the future; memory, which he calls the presence of the past;
awareness, which is the presence of the present. First Hawaiians
have the ability to imagine a new future, and the capacity to act in the
present to make that future of a reality.

Through mimesis, we can make sense of our lives and move from the world as it is, the
world as it ought to be. Mimesis1 (pre-figuration) holds our memories and our past. In
other words, we must understand our past history, before we can move forward and plot a
new future. Candace stated that the First Hawaiian past is filled with pain and sorrow.
She reflects, “I still have questions about that, and I question that decision. Was it right?
No. Can it be undone? No. It is a time in history like many others in our past that cannot
be undone.”
The First Hawaiians have suffered as a result of the illegal overthrow of their
sovereign nation. Much of their culture and history was lost, never to be recovered. First
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Hawaiians lost an essential piece of their lives that linked the past to the present: their
ability to tell stories, communicate with others, and pass down genealogy, myths, legends, poems, love songs, and other vital pieces of their history. Ricoeur (in Kearney
1984: 21) states, “I believe we must have a sense of the meaningfulness of the past if our
projections into the future are to be more than empty utopias.” Memories are sometimes
painful, but for First Hawaiians, it is important that they be acknowledged, reflected on,
and understood.
Marty asserts that the First Hawaiian past in mimesis1 “is reprehensible and
horribly unjust. A once vibrant native people, who in their own land are ultimately
stripped of their language, much of their culture, their government and their land. It's truly unconscionable.” What will the future hold for First Hawaiians and the children of
native ancestry. If they can reflect on their past, and imagine a new future, they can create a plan of action that can provide their children with school programs that include Hawaiian history and culture, through the art of hula kahiko. The historical past does not
have to determine the future. The First Hawaiians can reflect and retain the rich cultural
traditions that have special value and significance to their culture. A generation of educated children who understand their history and themselves will surely help stem the cycle of poverty and despair.
Paulette believes that the Hawaiian
...history goes way way back. As you do research, you learn more of
your family heritage, and it is actually really interesting. There is
more and more that you learn every single day. And I’ve learned
from a lot of people from when I was small, but now I understand that
there is a legacy and you need to pass it down, so that the next generation can share in this. The legacy will continue on through this way.
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The Hawaiian culture and its history goes back hundreds of years, and can be found in
the ancient Hawaiian hula. Paulette imagines a future in mimesis3 where the hula is
passed down from one generation to the next, so that its legacy can continue on and the
next generation can share in this ancient art form. In Mimesis2 (con-figuration) the present, we have the ability to take action and change the course of our lives through understanding the past, imagining a new future filled with possibilities, and taking action to
create change in the here and now.
Marty stated, “I really believe that young native Hawaiians today… have lost a
connection to their heritage. I believe that the current culture is too homogenized and
commercialized.” Marty imagines a future in mimesis3 with a revitalization of Hawaiian
culture with a Hawaiian Renaissance movement
opening others eyes to the importance of knowing the Hawaiian culture and its related traditions. Similar to the Hawaiian Renaissance
experienced with the first sailing of the Hokule’a. The Hokule'a today is as much an icon and beacon of pride, instilling a stronger
sense of self and really helps the Hawaiians to be able to claim their
place within the community. So this kind of connection to
one's heritage plays an important role in the positive shaping of
young native Hawaiian’s identity.
Joanna posits that
You have a Kumu and they are there to share knowledge and pass
along insight, and I think that this is a way of …acknowledging the
past and teaching it in the present. A lot of Hawaiians now don’t
know their history, and they have not been exposed or educated about
Hawaiian culture and traditions. Maybe if they were to dance the hula, they would understand more of their heritage, and be proud of who
they are and where they came from.
Joanna hopes that hula will one day be a part of school programs, and adds that “The hula
is not just for Hawaiians. The hula is for everyone who comes with the right attitude and
the right heart for it. When you are open to these experiences you can really learn about
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a people, a place, and a culture.” Herda (1999: 10) states, “Understanding of one’s past is
not an end itself.” Rather it is the start of a new beginning. Herda (1999: 2) teaches us
The work of participatory research is a text created by the researcher
and the research participants that opens the possibility of movement
from text to action. The text refigures the world under consideration
and, in doing so, engenders new possible worlds in the shared meanings obtained among the members through the research act.
Brenda states that the First Hawaiian past “is filled with a lot of pain because of the
events of the illegal overthrow. An entire way of life was destroyed. It is such a rich
culture with so much history.” She shares that we have a responsibility to teach the children of Hawaii the importance of events in Hawaiian history. “I believe that there should
be school programs that teach the hula kahiko when children are young. You need to understand hula’s importance from the very beginning.”
Herda (1999: 131) writes, “To change our lives and our understanding is more a
responsibility than our right. When people demand their rights to gain a better life, they
are relying on others to do it for them. In the end, it is our responsibility to think differently, to learn, to act differently.”
Every character has a past, a present and a future. Without understanding of the
past, can one truly understand his identity? Marie identifies when she says,
We need to have a better understanding of the hula, the knowledge it
is passing down, and our history in order to truly embrace being Hawaiian and understand what that means. It is important for all of us
and especially those who are of Hawaiian ancestry to understand our
history, in order to understand ourselves. We need to know where
we came from, the sacrifices our ancestors made, and the lives that
they used to live. Without this, our history and our stories will be
lost. We will never truly understand our culture, and who we are today.
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The First Hawaiian past is filled with sadness and pain. Marie notes that “For so many
years, the native Hawaiians were able to live of the land, and they had their own culture
and way of life. When the missionaries came, that truly changed the way our people
lived and probably not for the better.” The First Hawaiian people are still angry, and
still hurt by the events of the past. It is a sadness that continues to live on through each
passing generation because of the illegal overthrow of a once sovereign nation.
As a result, the First Hawaiian people have never been able to heal and move
forward. Ricoeur (1999: 17) states, “To hear the anger of other people forces us to confront our wrong-doings, which is the first step toward forgiveness.” When First Hawaiians reflect on their past, and are able to forgive, they can reinvent their identity and
move forward towards a successful future.
Candace sees forgiveness as a way of moving forward to a shared future. “We
need to forgive in order to move forward. It will be difficult to face the future holding
onto this pain and anger.” Ricoeur (2004: 144) states that “Pardon is a kind of healing
of memory. Delivered from the weight of debt, memory is freed for great projects. Pardon gives memory a future."
Robin brought up the subject of the past, present and future, our three fold mimetic process. She observes,
Yes, I feel that it is a really important part of our history. The fact
that this was offered as part of our school program made things really
interesting. We were basically offered the chance to learn more
about Hawaiian culture and the arts and get credit for that in school.
You couldn’t ask for anything better than that. And our Kumu Lanikila is so knowledgeable and is really interested in having all his students learn more and embrace the Hawaiian culture. Growing up in
Hawaii, we really need to understand this aspects of our past. The
hula as you know is an oral history set to dance and motion and really tells a story of the Hawaiian past. This was the only real way of
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telling stories and passing down history as the Hawaiians did not
have a written language.
Robin further states
As you probably know the hula was prohibited by the missionaries,
who thought the hula was a heathen dance. So hula went underground and was practiced in secret for many years. Many of the
dances were probably lost. There was a rebirth and a revitalization
during the reign of King David Kalakaua. I think a lot of dances,
chants and meles were lost during this period. So the Merry Monarch festival honors Kalakaua and the legacy that he left behind.
Marty stated that the current culture is too
homogenized and commercialized. But one only needs to look to the
Hokule'a, and the paradigm shift that occurred since its successful open ocean voyages I truly believe it played a significant role in
the Hawaiian Renaissance movement – revitalizing the culture, and
opening others eyes to the importance of knowing the Hawaiian culture and its related traditions. The importance of keeping traditions
alive. The Hokule'a today is as much an icon and beacon of pride,
instilling a stronger sense of self and really helps the Hawaiians to be
able to claim their place within the community. So this kind of connection to one's heritage plays an important role in the positive shaping of young native Hawaiian’s identity.
Life is a continuous journey that we experience through relationships and understandings
of the other. Through conversations with research participants we can imagine new possibilities for a shared future. Through careful analysis of the text, we can create a paradigm shift in how we view these historical traumas, and create a future in which First
Hawaiians can let go of their pain and move forward into a successful future. When you
dream beyond the linear boundaries, your mind travels to places where there may not
be scientific explanations. Imagination occurs when there are no parameters; it is free
form and a way of brainstorming without judgments. We use our knowledge to produce metaphors and develop new ideas for solving everyday issues based on our past
knowledge. Richard Kearney (1988: 370) states “the poetic imagination would nour-
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ish the conviction that things can be changed. The first and most effective step in this
direction is to begin to imagine the world as it could be otherwise.”
Imagination provides us the impetus to create beyond present situations, to
create visionary solutions. We ask ourselves the questions, and wonder how things
could be otherwise. We learn to build on that energy to create in new ways. Imagination takes us on a journey of actual to endless possibilities. Kearney (1998: 1) asks,
“Are we not doing it every day, every night, every time we dream, pretend, play, fantasize, invent, lapse into reverie, remember times past or project better times to
come?”
Things that we once could only dream about can come to fruition by the
strength of our own actions. Imagination comes from within and it is through this
power of self that we realize and recognize the power that we have within ourselves
to challenge and create new possibilities. Imagination gives us the power to discover
and create. The power to act and relate ourselves to others, helps to enable the continual cycle of discovery and invention. Herda (1999: 81) states

If we take seriously the act of reinterpreting our world and our
past activities, we will realize that we are not simply reviewing
and analyzing past theories, policies, or assuming the role of an
advocate. Rather we are using our knowledge and understandings
to aid in shaping the future and interpreting the past with a preorientation that we will use this knowledge to create new possibilities for the future.
Imagination makes it possible to experience a new world in one’s mind. We allow
ourselves to see situations in a new light, and explore the past and the future .
Through this journey, we analyze our past history, based on our future expectations.
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We find the freedom to project possibilities and envision a new world. We take action to bring that imagined world to a new place. Herda (1999: 77) teaches us that
When we look at the already figured world, the take-for-granted
world in mimesis1 we connect this to the new world we want to
live in, mimesis3, we see ourselves in different capacities; we see a
self-enlarged by the appropriation of a proposed world which interpretation unfolds.
Summary
The First Hawaiians continue to struggle, and identify themselves in an everchanging world. They face sobering socio-cultural issues, as unwanted influence from
the West have changed the landscape, and altered the cultural development of the Hawaiian people. The numerous socio-cultural traumas result in a great social need for the First
Hawaiians. The First Hawaiian community is in desperate need of youth programs that
teach the ancient customs and traditions of the past, in particular the hula kahiko. Without the creation of these programs, the youth of today will not have a clear understanding
of their past, and will be unable to develop their true identity and sense of self. As a result, they will face significant obstacles in moving forward into a successful future.
My conversation partners all spoke of the sadness in the community created by
the illegal overthrow of a once sovereign nation. Many spoke of a desire to create change
in positive ways that impact the youth of today, who, in turn, will teach the children of
tomorrow. Education and knowledge are the keys to success, and the means by which
the First Hawaiian youth can change the course of their lives.
This research project has given me a new understanding and appreciation for an
art form that I grew up learning, but knew very little about. I spent a summer in Hawaii
meeting with conversation partners, exploring historical sights, and taking in different
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aspects of hula kahiko from classes to exhibitions and competitions. I had the opportunity to spend additional time with my conversation partners, who were able to provide additional insight into the importance of the kahiko, not only for today but for future generations. It brought forth greater understanding and instilled in me the importance of my
relationships with others.
A renewed focus and appreciation of Hawaiian performing arts through the hula
kahiko is necessary to preserve the Hawaiian culture and history. Creating youth development programs that teach the hula kahiko and its related history will allow the youth of
Hawaii to appreciate the wonders of old Hawaii, continue the cycle of learning, and perpetuate an important cultural artifact.
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CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY
Introduction
This Chapter provides a summary of findings, research implications, proposed
future actions, significance of the research, recommendations for further areas of study,
and finally my personal reflections.
Summary
In this research study, I explored the ancient art form of the sacred hula. Traditional hula and its accompanying chants often took place in nature so that spectators
could experience firsthand the sounds and rhythms of the hula in a native settings. I traveled to Hawaii in the summer of 2010 to meet with conversation partners, learn about the
importance of the Hawaiian hula, and carry out a field-based research project in the hermeneutic tradition.
I conducted my research using Herda’s (1999) research protocol.

Research

conversations with participants revealed new insights, and I was able to come to new understandings about the role of performing arts, and how this ancient art form can be used
to create a dialogue that allows First Hawaiians, still traumatized by the illegal overthrow of their nation, the opportunity to move forward into a successful future.
The First Hawaiian journey into the 21st century has not been easy. The First
Hawaiians suffered an unimaginable fate at the hands of explorers and Christian missionaries who came in peace, but instead took the life and the land of a native people – never
to be returned. The illegal overthrow of a sovereign nation has had long term consequences for the native Hawaiians living in Hawaii and abroad. The direct impact has
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been the loss of an entire way of life, robbing a people of their ancient culture, language,
and life that they once held dear.
Following a cultural anthropological approach, I attempted to study the hula using critical hermeneutic theory. Specifically, I wanted to explore how the story of the
hula can bring forth action and the hope for a new life for many First Hawaiians. I have
found that if we allow ourselves to dream and be inspired by indigenous culture, we can
teach the world the importance of perpetuating the Hawaiian culture through the art of the
hula.
As part of my research, I had conversations with six formal conversation partners and five informal conversation partners in Hawaii to discuss the First Hawaiian past,
present, and future. I was invited to watch, listen, and observe a hula halau training for a
future performance. I was also fortunate to be invited to attend the live performance. It
was an amazing night of song and dance that showcased dancers of all ages and ethnicities. I was struck by the dancer’s love for the hula, the power of the dance and related
meles, and the legacy each dancer was helping to preserve. The performances were inspiring, and spoke to the heart of my research which explores how the hula may serve as
a medium through which First Hawaiian youth can understand the past, learn about their
identity, and move forward into a successful future.
Findings, Implications, and Recommendations for Future Research
My conversations with research partners yielded several findings, among them:
Hula is for everyone; Hula honors the past and speaks to the future; education is important and school programs should be designed to include the sacred hula kahiko; and,
finally, forgiveness must play a role in moving forward into the future.
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Finding One: The Hula is for Everyone
The First Hawaiians were an oral civilization that used the hula kahiko to share
stories of a native people. Conversation participants revealed that the hula and the stories of old Hawaii are not just for those of First Hawaiian ancestry. Rather these narratives form a text that should be shared with others. The hula is for everyone who comes
with the right attitude, the right heart, and the desire to learn more about a once independent nation and its history.
Implications
“Hula Kahiko for Everyone” programs should be developed within schools.
These programs should be open and inclusive to youths of all genders, ages, and ethnicities, so that everyone can participate and appreciate the importance of this art form. “Hula for Everyone” programs could offer students the opportunity to see and experience hula performance and competitions at reduced rates as part of school programs. Teachers
could integrate these “Hula for Everyone” performances into the curriculum to teach students about Hawaiian genealogy, language, history and culture.
Finding Two: Hula Honors the Past and Speaks to the Future
The Hula kahiko honors the past. In the beginning, in the midst of this world,
there was hula kahiko. Hula is a remembrance and a reawakening of a story told and a
life lived. It begins on the basis of respect. One of the first things that are taught in hula
is the importance of respecting yourself. When you learn to respect yourself, you can
follow that path and learn respect for others, respect for the environment, for nature, and
all that it blesses you with.
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Human beings transmit culture through signs and symbols, in the same way that
First Hawaiians transmitted their culture through the hula kahiko and its accompanying
meles. The participants noted that the hula is more than just a dance, its accompanying
chants contain the genealogy, mythology, prayers and poetry of the First Hawaiians. The
hula is powerful, there is truth and meaning in every part of the dance. The motions, facial gestures, costumes, adornments and meles are the means through which the stories of
old Hawaii were passed down from one generation to the next. The hula went underground for many years, though it was taught in secret, and passed from generation to
generation. Kumu hula survived and was able to be passed down to others.
King David Kalakaua brought the hula out of hiding during his reign, and stated
that “Hula is the language of the heart, and therefore the heartbeat of the Hawaiian people.” Today, hula halau, performances, competitions and festivals have brought forth a
revival of the hula kahiko.
Implications
We should honor the past by imagining a new future for the hula kahiko. A cultural renaissance can help to share the hula throughout the state of Hawaii and the millions of visitors who come to visit. The creation of a learning center with an attached
theatre devoted to the perpetuation, preservation, performance of hula kahiko will help to
ensure that the customs of a native people will be not be lost.
Finding Three: Education is the key to success
Education is the key to social change. Individuals should strive to understand
the past in order to bring forth hope for the future. Many First Hawaiians and individuals
living throughout Hawaii do not receive an education that encompasses the hula kahiko
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and its role within the Hawaiian culture. School Programs should be designed and include emphasize the role of the hula kahiko in Hawaiian history.
Implications
The Kumu Hula are often thought of as the keepers of Hawaiian culture and traditions. The Kumu Hula might consider working together with school program administrators and directors throughout the state to create a hula kahiko program that provides
education, training and performance opportunities to the youth of Hawaii. These school
programs could be designed to attract children of all ages and genders, and bring them
into the fold of the Hawaiian tapestry. Participants would have the opportunity to learn
the hula kahiko in the traditional style, create costumes, make adornments, and share and
perform the dances learned. Emphasis should be placed on learning the First Hawaiian
culture, language and traditions. A generation of First Hawaiian children who understand
their past will truly help to stem the cycle of poverty and despair.
Finding Four: Forgiveness is essential to moving forward
Forgiveness does not mean forgetting the past. Rather forgiveness must play a
role in moving forward into the future. The First Hawaiians need to acknowledge the
events of the past and find a way to forgive the people who destroyed their culture and
way of life. It is difficult, if not impossible, to move forward into the future when holding on to one’s anger and pain. When First Hawaiians reflect on their past, and are able
to forgive, they can begin the process of healing, reinvent their identity and appropriate a
new way of life.
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Implications
The U.S. government should apologize, acknowledge, and make reparations for
the illegal overthrow of a native people. The First Hawaiians have faced a fate similar to
that of their Native American counterparts in the United States. However, the First Hawaiians have not received Federal recognition or compensation for the life that they had
and the land that the lost. Federal legislation should be created to address these inequities
and allow the First Hawaiians to live their lives with hope and dignity.
Significance of the Research
I conducted this research study because I believe that the hula kahiko plays an
important role in the lives of First Hawaiians and those living within the state of Hawaii.
Access to this ancient art form is limited, and many must seek private instruction in order
to learn. We have an obligation to set the record straight and educate those around us on
the importance of this art form and the stories that it tells about life and death, love and
loss, genealogy and mythology, religion, nature and our connection to our surroundings.
Ricoeur (1992) teaches us that when we understand our history we can make sense of our
own identity and become agents for change.
I have always studied the performing arts, and had a great interest in the Hawaiian hula. Part of this interest stemmed from learning the hula at a young age under the
direction of Auntie Lei, who taught me childhood dances that I still remember today. As
I grew older, I learned that the hula is more than just a dance. I wanted to share this
knowledge with others so that they could understand and appreciate the Hawaiian culture
for more than just the streets of Waikiki, the giving of leis, and the depictions seen in the
media.
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I believe that the future holds better days for First Hawaiians. In order to move
forward, they must begin the process of forgiveness and healing. Through fortitude and
encouragement, First Hawaiians can reach out and regain their lives, and live them out to
their full potential. The First Hawaiians are a strong people and can exhibit power and
determination, and prove that they can triumph when faced with adversity.
Recommendations for Future Research
The following are recommendations for areas of future research:
1) As part of my study, I proposed to do all my research in Honolulu, Hawaii. After my arrival, several conversation partners stated that they could introduce me to others
interested in my area of research in other parts of the world. However, since I had specified Honolulu, Hawaii as the site of my dissertation research, I was unable to meet and
converse with these individuals. I believe that it would be important to discuss the First
Hawaiian hula kahiko outside of the region selected and analyze their narratives through
a critical hermeneutic lens.
2) The voices and stories of elder First Hawaiians play an integral role in the culture, understanding, development, and history of Hawaii. Because of the limited
timeframe and specific nature of my research on the hula kahiko, I did not have the time
or the approval to speak to the kupuna (elders) about their lives and experiences and how
it relates back to the Hawaiian culture and its history. I believe that the kupuna have stories to tell, and it would be important to hear their narratives, and document their histories
for future generations. The elder kupuna provide a link to a generation that lived with
and through the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy.
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3) My research encompasses the First Hawaiian hula kahiko and the importance
of preserving this ancient art form for future generations through the development of
school programs. It would be important to follow up and determine the type of school
programs developed as a result of this study, changes that have been created, and the effect that this has on the First Hawaiian community as a whole.
Reflections
This study is of great personal importance to me, and reflects the ideas and
thoughts that I have had since growing up in Hawaii, a land of great beauty, but also of
unending sadness. As a performing artist, I have studied the role that art can play in developing an individual and teaching one about culture, history, and its role within the
world.
Many First Hawaiians do not understand their history. Without this understanding, it is difficult for them to have a sense of their true identity. I believe that one must
understand their past if they are to have any sense of who they are today. Education is
the key to success. It provides the impetus to change one’s life and break the cycle of
poverty and despair. This is essential for a community that has been overwhelmed by
forces beyond their control. I believe that education, in this case, school programs designed for youth that teach the hula kahiko and its related traditions, should be a right of
each child born and raised in Hawaii.
I chose to explore art as a medium for understanding. I wanted to gain a greater
appreciation for the role that art can play in understanding the past, and reconfiguring a
new future for a community in distress. If we open up a dialogue, we can find new ways
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to approach everyday issues. Art may serve a role in creating a community and refiguring its identity.
Through this study, I was able to meet with, and hold formal conversations with
six women who are leaders in their field. Their thoughts, voices, and experiences
brought forth ideas that posed the basis for reflection and critical action. The Hawaiian
language through the hula kahiko was nearly swept away in a world that was changing
due to massive social, economic, and political upheaval.
Our culture is the one link we have to the past; it is what we live with today, and
what we hope to pass on to the future. The Hawaiian hula kahiko is a national treasure
that we need to preserve and pass on to future generations to come. This study aims to
provide the importance of doing so.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Glossary of Hawaiian Terminology
Aina – land
‘auana- modern style of hula
Alakai’i – helper
Ali’i – chief or noble class
Aloha – love
Braguinha – string instrument, part of the guitar family
Hula – sacred Hawaiian dance of Hawaii
Halau – school, academy or group
Haole – Caucasian/White person
Hapa – a half, a person of mixed descent
Hapa Haole – a person who is of mixed descent part Caucasian/White
Hokule’a – a double hulled canoe build in the traditional Polynesian style
Hukilau – a way of fishing invented by the First Hawaiians
Ili’ili’ – small flat lava rocks, used in hula dancing to create a beat
Ipu – percussion instrument created from hollowed gourds
Kahiko – ancient style of hula
Kahuna – skilled class of individuals that are blessed with special skills or supernatural powers
Kala’au – rhythm sticks used in ancient hula kahiko performances
Kane - men
Kamehameha Schools – an exclusive school for students of First Hawaiian ancestry
Kanaka Maoli – First Hawaiians or Native Hawaiians
Kapa – Hawaiian cloth made from tree bark and shrubs
Kapu – taboo, prohibited
Kaua – captives of war, the lowest class of people
Kawaika – David
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Kokua – cooperation
Kumu - teacher
Kumu hula – hula master
Kupuna - elders
Halau – hula school
Laka – a Goddess, symbol of fertility; according to legend, she gave birth to the
hula on the island of Molokai
Lahui – nation, nationality, people, race or tribe
Lei – garland of flowers
Lono – Hawaiian god of fertility
Maka Ainana – common people, people who lived off the land
Malo -loincloth
Mana – spiritual power
Mele – chant or song
Mele hula – a chant that was danced to
Mele oli – a chant that that was unaccompanied
Merry Monarch Festival – an annual weeklong festival of hula and First Hawaiian culture which takes place in Hilo, Hawaii
Molokai – one of the Hawaiian Islands, east of Oahu
Muu’muu – a loose Hawaiian dress
Noho hula – hula performed while one is seated
Ohana - family
Paniolo – Hawaiian cowboy
Pahu - drums
Pa’u – hula skirt
Pele – goddess of the fire, dance, lightning, and volcano
Pu’ili – bamboo rattles/sticks
Ukelele – Hawaiian guitar, brought to the Islands by Portguese immigrants
Uliuli – percussion instrument made of brightly colored feathered gourds
Uwehi – lifting one foot, then coming to the balls of both feet (a hula movement)
Wahine – women
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Appendix B: Letter of Invitation and Research Questions

Date
Name and Title
Company
Address
Dear Participant,
I am currently a third year doctoral student in the Organization and Leadership department at the University of San Francisco. I am currently in the process of completing my
pilot study, which explores concepts related to preserving a people’s identity when their
culture is being lost, the revitalization of indigenous arts traditions, and suggests implications for educational policy development.
I would appreciate it if you would help me by agreeing to meet for a conversation about
First Hawaiian Performing Arts. This conversation will take approximately one hour of
your time. After our conversation, I will provide you with a copy of our conversation so
that you may review it. You will be free to make changes and add or delete sections as
you see fit. Your thoughts and new interpretations of the data will help me to determine
areas for continued research and study. After I receive your final approval, I will integrate data from the transcribed conversations with theoretical concepts from critical
hermeneutics to complete my pilot study.
Below are some questions I will use to guide the conversations:
1) Please tell me about your background and educational experience. Have you studied art
in an educational setting?
2) How did you first get involved in First Hawaiian performing arts? What types of hula do
you study and perform?
3) How do you view your role as a performing artist?
4) Do you learn the meaning behind the text before you learn a particular dance?
5) When you are performing a traditional or modern hula, what do you hope to convey to
your audience?
6) Have you studied Hawaiian history or language? How does your understanding of
history and language contribute or detract from your performance?
7) As a First Hawaiian performing artist, do you feel you have any responsibility in relation
to your audience? Should the audience determine what should be performed and the
style and manner in which it is performed?
8) What are your hopes and dreams for the future of Hawaiian performing arts?
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I am writing to confirm that we will be meeting on _____ at _______ location. Please
note that you are free to withdraw from this study at any time.
Thank you for your time. I look forward to meeting with you soon.
Sincerely,

Cesily Hong
Research Doctoral Student
University of San Francisco
School of Education
Organization & Leadership Program
cesily2003@yahoo.com
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Appendix C: IRB Approval
University of San Francisco
Consent to be a Research Participant

Purpose and Background
Ms. Cesily Hong is conducting her doctorate research on the use of First Hawaiian performing art forms as a medium for social change in the context of educational curriculum. She would like to meet with you to discuss your work experiences with performing
art practices and how they may contribute to educational policy development efforts in
Hawaii.
Procedures
I agree to be a participant in this study. I am aware voluntary conversations between
myself and this researcher will occur. It is anticipated the conversations will be English.
These conversations will reflect my insights and opinions about First Hawaiian performing arts as a medium for social change in the context of education policy development
efforts in Hawaii. I agree that Ms. Cesily Hong may record our conversations on audio
and/or videotape, and it will be transcribed into a written text. I also agree to have my
photograph taken by Ms. Hong. I will receive a copy of the audio and video transcripts
to review, edit, and approve before the data analysis. I understand that I may withdraw
from the study at any time, that I may discontinue the conversation at any point, and request any changes or deletions. My participation is voluntary, and any data I contribute
to this study will not be confidential. I agree that all data collected during the research
process and my name may be used in the dissertation and subsequent publications.
Risks and/or Discomforts
I am free to decline to answer any questions, to request the audio or video tape recorder
be turned off at any point, or withdraw my participation at any time. I understand that I
may request to remove my entire transcript from this research study. I also understand
that I may be identified and quoted in the dissertation and subsequent publications.
While the conversations and transcripts in this research are collaborative, the writing
that comes from them is the researcher’s product, and may include some editing by the
participant. I am therefore consenting to forgo anonymity under these conditions. I
acknowledge that I have been given complete and clear information about this research,
and it is my option to make the decision at the onset about whether to or not to participate, and can withdraw at any time without any adverse consequences.
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Benefits
There will be no direct benefit to me from participating in this study. The anticipated
benefit of this study is a better understanding of how the use of various First Hawaiian
performing art practices may benefit the individual and society through educational policy development in Hawaii.
Costs/Financial Considerations
There will be no financial costs to me as a result of taking part in this study.
Alternatives
I am free to choose not to participate in this study.
Payment/Reimbursements
There will be no payment or reimbursement for participation.
Questions
If I have further questions about the study, I may contact Ms. Cesily Hong by email at
cesily2003@yahoo.com, by mail at 1255 California Street #305, San Francisco, CA,
94109 or by phone at 415-931-3717. I may also contact Dr. Ellen A. Herda at the University of San Francisco, at the following telephone number 415-422-2075 or by email
at herdatemp@yahoo.com.
If I have any questions or comments about participating in this study, I will first talk
with the researcher. If for some reason I do not wish to do this, I may contact the
IRBPHS which is concerned with protection of volunteers in research projects. I may
reach the IRBPHS office by calling 001-415-422-6091 and leaving a voicemail message,
by emailing IRBPHS@usfca.edu, or by writing to the IRBPHS, Department of Psychology, University of San Francisco, 2130 Fulton Street, San Francisco, CA 94117-1080.
Consent
I have been given a copy of this consent form to keep. I understand that my participation in this dissertation research conducted by Ms. Cesily Hong is voluntary. My signature below indicates that I agree with the above procedures and conditions.
Addendum
“While the conversations and transcripts in this conversation are collaborative, the writing that comes from them is the researcher’s product, and may include some editing by
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the respondent. I am therefore consenting to forego anonymity under these conditions. I
acknowledge that I have been given complete and clear information about this research,
and it is my option to make the decision at the outset about whether to participate or not,
and can withdraw at anytime without any adverse consequences.”
My signature below indicates that I agree to participate in this study.

___________________________________
Subject’s Signature

____________________
Date of Signature

___________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent
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Appendix D: Letter of Confirmation to the Research Participant

Date
Participant’s Name
Organization
Address
Dear (Participant’s Name)

Thank you for agreeing to speak with me about the research I am conducting for my
doctoral dissertation. I look forward to hearing your insights about the creative process
and the use of various performing art forms as a medium for social change in educational policy development in Hawaii.
I would like to confirm our appointment on _____________________ at
______________________________. Please feel free to contact me if you would like
to arrange a different time or meeting place.
With your approval, I will be recording our conversation through audio and video devices transcribing it into a written text, and providing you with a copy of the transcripts for
your review. With your approval, I will take your photograph. After you have had a
chance to reflect on the transcript, you may add, delete, or change the transcript as you
deem appropriate. The conversations are an important element in my research. Please
take notice that all of the data for this research project including your name are not confidential. Additionally, I may use your name in my dissertation and subsequent publications.
I appreciate your contribution to this research and look forward to speaking with you.
Best regards,

Cesily Hong
Research Doctoral Student
University of San Francisco
School of Education
Organization and Leadership Program
cesily2003@yahoo.com
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Appendix E: Preliminary Research Participant List
Name
Hattie Phillips
Joanna Kawamoto
Brenda Yim

Occupational title
Hawaiian Studies
Performing Artist
Performing Artist

Organization/Affiliation
Punahou School
Hula Dancer
Hula Dancer
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Appendix F: Sample Thank You Letter

Date
Dear (Participant’s name)
Thank you for speaking with me on ______________________and exchanging your
thoughts and insights about First Hawaiian Performing Arts and how this may apply to
educational policy development in Hawaii.
I am including a copy of the transcript of our research conversation for your review.
The transcript is a very important piece of my research. Kindly review the transcript for
accuracy and make any notations on the transcript including changes, deletions, or additions you would like to make. I will get in touch with you a couple weeks to discuss
your comments and any alterations to the transcript. Once the review and editing process of the transcript has been finished, and upon your approval, I will use the revised
transcript for my data analysis.
Again thank you for participating in my research study. Your unique perspective about
this topic is a valuable contribution to the research material I have collected.

Sincerely,

Cesily Hong
Research Doctoral Student
University of San Francisco
School of Education
Organization and Leadership Program
cesily2003@yahoo.com
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Appendix G: Background of Pilot Study Research Participant
As part of the pilot study, we must engage in conversation with research participants familiar with the issue at hand to test the viability of our study and our research
questions. The information garnered from these conversations are used to determine
how this study will come to fruition as part of a larger dissertation study, and also help
the researcher to determine if their research questions and categories need to be reworked or reformulated. For my research conversation partner, I selected Paula Yee, a
friend and former classmate who holds an extensive background in fine arts and education, and has studied the hula for over ten years. In the fall of 2009, I had the opportunity to hold a conversation with Ms. Yee to discuss my ideas on First Hawaiian Performing Arts. Our dialogue touched on the importance of preserving a people’s identity when culture is being lost, the role that art plays in creating and carrying on traditions, and the importance of art in an educational curriculum.
Ms. Yee is a graduate of Santa Clara University, where she received a Bachelor’s degree in Studio Art, with a minor in Art History. After graduating from Santa
Clara University, Ms. Yee continued her studies at the Art Center College of Design in
Pasadena, California where she received a degree in Industrial and Product Design. Ms.
Yee later attended the Brooks Institute of Photography in Santa Barbara, California
where she studied Commercial Photography, and recently returned home to the Bay Area, to study Graphic and Web Design at the Learn iT Center.
Ms. Yee has served as an educator in La Canada, California where she taught
in the school system for several years. She is also a mosaic artist, muralist, and painter
in San Francisco, where her artwork has numerous won awards and toured nationally.
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Several of her pieces are currently on display at Santa Clara University in the permanent art collection. Ms. Yee’s passion for art and design has carried over to makeup
artistry, and she currently works at Sephora, Inc. where she is a Product Consultant,
and Director in Charge.
Ms. Yee has studied Hawaiian culture and performing arts for over a decade.
She first became interested in the Hawaiian culture and performing arts when she attended Santa Clara University, where she was influenced by a large population of students from the islands of Hawaii. She began her studies of Hawaiian performing arts
at Halau Hula O Kawahine Ali'i Noho Ike Anuenue elua, under the direction of Kumu
Mikilani Young Tamashiro in Pasadena, Temple City, and Burbank, California. She
later studied under the direction of Angelita Eller at Santa Barbara Hula, in Santa Barbara, California. Ms. Yee currently studies at Na Lei Hulu I Ka Wekiu, under the direction of Kumu Patrick Makuakane, in San Francisco, California. As a student of
various hula halaus, she has also studied the Hawaiian language, the meaning behind
chants and meles, the importance of gestures and movements, and the significance of
historically accurate costumes. She has performed and competed at several venues
throughout Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, the San Francisco Bay Area, and most recently in Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Appendix H: Transcript of Pilot Conversation

Anthropological Research
Conversation Partner: Paula Yee
Transcribed Conversation
November 3, 2009
C: So today I’d like to talk to you about First Hawaiian Performing Arts, which is the
subject of my pilot study. I am interested in looking at preserving a people’s identity
when culture is being lost, the importance of revitalizing indigenous arts traditions, and
the implications that this has for educational policy development in Hawaii.
P: Sounds good.
C: Ok, so I am going to go ahead and record this conversation that we are having. And
after our conversation, I am going to go ahead and transcribe it, and give you a copy for
your review. Like the letter says, you will be free to add or delete or put things in that
you feel are necessary. And we’ll go from there…….
P: Ok, sure.
C: So if could tell me a little bit about your background and educational experience that
might be a good starting point.
P: Art related or just education in general.
C: Both are fine.
P: Ok, actually they are both interlinked. So I got my bachelor’s at Santa Clara University in Studio Art. After that I did a lot of art things in Pasadena, preparing to go into
Product Design, but got a little sidetracked, but I always did a lot of art, a lot of illustration rendering photography, makeup, all sorts of art. And I also taught for awhile, because any time I was doing any sort of art thing, I came from a family of teachers and
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was always told I would make a great teacher. So I feel like I had to try it to see if it was
a fit for me.
C: So when you studied art in an educational setting…can you talk a little bit more about
that.
P: Early on I showed some artistic talent, so I took private painting classes, mostly watercolor classes. It taught me that you can’t necessarily control a situation, but you have
to manipulate it, because watercolors can’t be erased. I did some charcoal and some
acrylic work.
C: What role do you feel that art should play in education?
P: I feel that art is not initially taught well, its fun in arts, and you put anything on a page
and you get an A. People should have more structured classes, so that you can draw not
only a circle but also in three dimensions. It’s important because a picture is worth a
thousand words. It is important to convey a message visually as well. Sometimes it’s
more accurate. And those that are destined for more creative careers or lifestyles, it
would give you tools earlier on. There are different ways of doing things. Even though
you see something you may not know how to interpret it on paper. It takes time to learn,
and is important to everyone.
C: So you feel that art should tell a story?
P: I feel that art is a way of expressing yourself, like a foreign language, you need to
know the basics and the groundwork before you can grow.
C: Ok, how did you first get involved in dancing the hula?
P: Going to Santa Clara as you know, there is a large Hawaiian community. Growing up
Chinese in San Francisco, I felt I didn’t belong. I didn’t feel like other kids, I didn’t
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look like other kids. Having friends and learning how to treat people has been a learning
experience. When I hung out with the Hawaii kids, I felt that their upbringing was very
similar to mine. They looked out for each other. I felt at home right away with them.
They had an annual luau and would always invite me to dance. I said I’m not from Hawaii, and they said dance it anyway. I finally did and it was a great experience. I moved
to LA after school, and I needed something to do, a way to meet people, and I found the
hula fulfilled that. I realized it made sense for me, because growing up I had an interest
in sign language and an interest in communication. Even in class growing up we signed
a lot in class rather than write notes. So I liked the physical interpretation and meaning
in things. I like things that have meaning in them. I don’t like things that are meaningless.
C: Uh huh.
P: I like that in Hawaiian culture everything has a lot of meaning in it. It is one of the
few dances that not only does it perpetuate a culture and tradition, but the dance itself is
a storytelling. Every action is telling a story and is significant of something else. So
everything is meaningful. I like that there is a deeper level of meaning to it.
C: Do you learn the meaning behind the hula before you learn the actual dance?
P: Yes, we are given the words, we are taught to sing the songs. We’re taught what the
songs mean, but sometimes the meaning does get lost in translation. For example they
may name a place, and not being from there, I don’t know what that place is known for
until someone else tells me. Or sometimes this motion is for lei, and you think maybe
because it’s pretty or smells good, but maybe that smell was someone’s favorite scent or
the smell reminds them of something else, or that significance is that the lei is cherished
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because the flower is fragile. So using that analogy, you would know how loved and
cherished that person was, But you might not get all that, because you don’t know all
that. You might just get that is a lei and it smells good, and it reminds you of a loved
one, but you may not necessarily get all of the translation.
C: Yes, I know what you mean. So when you are dancing a hula, do you know if the
type of hulas you are dancing are mostly traditional or modern hulas?
P: I can tell when I’m learning it. It is about, I wouldn’t say it is exactly 50/50. Kahikos
take longer to learn, ‘auana takes less time to learn, it goes faster, so you can learn one
and a half songs in the same time that you’re learning that one Kahiko, that one chant.
C: Kahiko is all chanting right?
P: Yes, Kahiko is all chanting.
C: And then when you’re learning the chanting, do they teach you meanings behind the
Kahiko more than they teach you the meanings behind ‘auana, just because a lot of
times Kahiko is telling a myth or a story or something that was very important in old
traditional Hawaii?
P: To be honest they don’t go that deep into it, it is more on a cumulative learning basis.
So you learn this is Pele, the goddess of volcano, but we don’t touch on the deeper because it is not a cultural class. It is more you pick it up as you go kind of thing.
C: Do you perform throughout the Bay Area?
P: Actually, can we go back to the previous question. Kahiko you might feel more of
the meaning or the power in it because of chanting, because of the implements , like
more of that drum beat, more of that sound that is resonating and it just has that feel. So
when we’re all dancing, we’re all chanting, it can feel more like transcending or feel
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more meaningful than ‘auana. Because ‘auana you can get floated with the melody,
and think oh I’m dancing something pretty you don’t really always feel all of the meaning like with Kahiko.
C: Oh that’s interesting.
P: You know because of the drumbeat, it is like a grounding kind of echo sound, and the
voices. So there is more of the feeling when you are dancing the Kahiko that it’s more
meaningful than the ‘auana, because it is the older. It has ceremonial ties, so when you
are dancing it there is more meaning behind it, not necessarily when you are learning the
definition or what it means.
C: Interesting. Do you have a favorite dance?
P: Usually whatever I am learning, because it is new and cool, and it is harder than what
you previously learned. I don’t personally have a favorite.
C: Do you have a dance that has a story that really sticks out in your mind because of its
importance?
P: Um I did a competition in Vegas, and we did a Kahiko number with Kalaaus, with the
sticks, and it’s not so much the dance itself, but the weeks and weeks of work we put into it, so when I think of the competition I think of all the work we put into it. When we
do a performance it is very family, a hula family, because we look out for each other,
take care of each other. It’s not just a show, it’s more collaborative and not just about a
performance.
C: Have you ever studied Hawaiian history or language? And do you feel your understanding of history and language contribute to or detract from your performance?
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P: I haven’t studied too much on my own. The different kumus (hula masters) will talk
about their experiences. There is a hula lineage, there is your kumu, his kumu, his kumu… a whole lineage. Because there is hula politics and hula culture. It is not like a
dance class, where you say I want to try this kumu, this style, it is definitely a family in
that sense also. Once you join, you are a part halau, you are locked in. In order to
leave, you have to have permission to leave and join another halau.
C: Really
P: A long time ago, it use to be that mothers taught daughters and fathers taught sons,
there were hula families, and that generation would teach the next, and it went from
generation to generation. And if there was people getting together to hula ,it was different families sharing their different hulas. So it is that way in the halau, you are not really… it is not really done that people hop around and do one here and one there.
C: So once you find a teacher, you stick to that teacher and that style?
P: Yes, so for me when I first joined, I had no idea about that, I found that out with the
first group I joined. When I moved, I had permission to leave. And I danced with whoever was around, and she was not a kumu hula, she was just a hula instructor, so she
didn’t adhere to those rules that much, but there was still that respect. She was more of
a choreographer of hula, and it was fun and recreational group that she had. And coming to San Francisco, I really looked for different halaus to make a good decision, because I knew once I joined one I would be locked in.
C: So it depends who you are learning from and how that is passed down?
P: Yes, it is like in college, it depends on who your professor is.
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C: So going back to my previous question, how does your understanding of history and
language contribute or detract from your performance in any way?
P: It probably detracts, I should probably be much better at the language, a lot has gotten
lost in my breaks in between. I had a better vocabulary before. The majority of the
songs are in Hawaiian, and it would probably be in my benefit to know what all the
words mean and to know what all the ….because not only is it the island or bird motion,
you know, you would have a better understanding of the song, and what you are saying
and talking about. I pick things up as we go along, things are definitely taught through
the halau. And this one, he has recently sent out a link of online classes for Hawaiian
language that he started taking, because he wanted to see how it was before he recommended it. So there is that encouragement to learn the language.
C: And to continue to perpetuate…
P: Exactly. He even has guest speakers and people who are reinterpreting things because the culture was lost for a little bit. So there is definitely a revival sense to it. And
he does try to encourage us to learn this by bringing in guest speaker, how um, it’s actually really interesting. She was telling us about instead of referring to things as gods and
goddesses it was not necessarily that, but that is just the closest translation we have to
what they were talking about. It was more like the inhabitants of things. So in terms of
how language hinders or helps, it would be really helpful the more you understand, the
more vocabulary you have in Hawaiian, the more it would accentuate your dancing or
your understanding of the dance. The majority of our chants and dances are in Hawaiian.
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C: Yes, that’s interesting, I was wondering about that. I really like how is really promoting the importance of understanding language and culture.
P: He doesn’t force it on us, but he makes it available. Like yes there is a speaker or
these online classes, or uncle is having an ukulele class….if you want to sing and dance
and learn to play the ukulele. So he does perpetuate the culture, and not just one aspect
of it.
C: As a Hawaiian performing artist, do you feel you have any responsibility in relation
to your audience? Should the audience determine what should be performed and the
style and manner that you perform it in?
P: Um, I think because I am perpetuating a culture it is really important to portray everything accurately. When you’re dancing with your friends you can do whatever, but
when you’re dancing in a show, or competition even the outfit you choose is important
from the feather you choose; if you have a feather lei, or a certain bird the feathers and
colors should match, if you are talking about shells, the shells should match some part of
the story, not just I wanted to wear something around my neck because it would be pretty. Even in the details it is important, the print that you have on your fabric is important
if you are competing especially or performing to the songs, and to like the message you
are sending because everything you are wearing from head to toe is a message. Visually. It tells a story. Even if you may not know, there is meaning behind it…the words,
the motions, the costumes, everything. It is historically accurate or attempts to be.
C: Wow, I didn’t realize that. And do you find when you are performing that people
want to see more of a certain type of hula and that’s how you determine what to perform
at certain dates?
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P: As a dancer we are just told what to dance and where to dance it, that’s pretty much
it. As far as the audience determination, I don’t think that you should really go by that.
Because not so much initially, but a lot of the revival of hula is a rebellion. Like hula
was taken away. So in order to start back the dancing even… like we just recently did a
dance about creation, and it has like life was really important, giving birth was really
important, so like the sexual organs were given special names and special ceremonies
and all these other things.. and this chant refers to that. And at the very end of the
chant we add in the “a e i o u,” which is the like the Hawaiian vowels, all the vowels.
And if you ask the vowels have nothing to do with the dance, but they just tagged it on
so that if the missionaries asked what this dance is about, they can say oh it’s to teach
the alphabet, and its perpetuating reading and learning. But it actually has nothing to do
with the initial chant part. And that I didn’t realize that at first, I think I came late.
When we were performing it he (kumu) mentioned that to the audience.
C: So they were trying to hide the initial meaning, but putting in the additional vowels?
P: Yes, because with the missionaries, they believed that sex is bad. So they were hiding the true meaning of the song and dance. So the initial part of it the missionaries
didn’t understand what they were saying, so they added on the “a e i o u” at the end for
it to seem like it was about vowels and learning.
C: Interesting, I never realized that.
P: Things back in the day, so when they started bringing back hula, my kumu’s kumu is
Robert Cazimero?
C: The Robert Cazimero?
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P: It was crazy because he got Robert to teach us a workshop class to all of his classes,
even the beginners. There was a huge range of ability in hula. So for him to teach a
class like that was huge. So when he showed up, he was pleasantly surprised. Robert
Cazimero was saying that when he was in school learning it was all Noho hula. Everything was sit down. They weren’t allowed to stand and dance.
C:And this was at..
P: This was at Kamehameha School. I was blown away that my hula grandfather, and
I’m sure he wouldn’t want to be called that, essentially was not allowed to stand and
dance. Later on they learned it in secret and in hiding. Moms would teach behind curtains where no one could see and no one could hear. It was amazing that even for him
going to Kamehameha…
C: Which is a Hawaiian school….
P: Yes, he was not allowed to stand and dance. And as far as rebellion and what people
want, if we went by what people want, we would probably have never had the hula back.
Because he was considered a rebel because of how he danced and there was a lot of controversy, and then it has been really well received after….so it takes time for the masses
to convert I think. So you have to be true to what you want to do as a performer especially because you’re doing something that is meaningful so it has to be your heart on
the stage. And then it was pretty controversial for Robert Cazimero to have a men’s halau and how he was teaching his dancers was controversial because of the style. Because he was noticing that the men that were dancing hula were dancing an extremely
feminized version. So he dances very feminine. So even he’ll tell us don’t dance like
me, dance like how I tell you to dance. He had a men’s halau, where my kumu is from.
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Robert Cazimero's kumu (Aunty May? ... not too sure) would have Robert dance
"women" dances because she knew he would one day need to know the songs even
though he had a men's halau. As I understood it. You may want to double check w/ Jason Even though he only had a men’s halau, and now his protégée my kumu has women
and men dancers.
C: Yes.
P: So you can’t really go on public opinion again because my kumu gets a lot of flak because he does hulas to extremely modern music. So at some point, someone is always
being the rebel, and it’s not publically accepted. Like I’m sure with the cowboy dances
there was controversy, and with the ‘auana dances they were probably initially controversy. And now for him to do hulas to “Time after Time,” and more modern songs I’m
sure that he gets flak for it. But you are always interpreting songs or the meaning of
them. Just because it stagnated for awhile, now that he’s doing this it is considered controversial. But because he has a big fan base now, it is becoming more accepted. Or
maybe because we aren’t in Hawaii, and we’re like oh cool he does hula to “Time after
Time” and it gets accepted here and it spreads back.
C: When he does hulas to modern music like “Time after Time,” is that translated into a
Hawaiian version of the song, or is the singing in English?
P: The words are in English, you know it is “Time After Time,” but it is definitely hula
it is not like they’re dancing in the 80’s. It is not decade specific. When he used it was
like in his show that was talking about the last Princess of Hawaii who died, and she
would have been the last queen. It was for her. It was referring to her in his hula and in
his narrative. The girls were still dressed in Victorian wear indicative of the time period,
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because it was (Princess) Kapiolani and her pictures were up, and they talked about her
life and how she died at school of heartbreak for her people. And the hula because they
were talking about her was in Victorian wear, but the dancing was definitely a hula. So
yes, they do what they want and the public learns to accept it.
C: Well I guess that is one way to go. Can you tell me a little bit more about your kumu
hula.
P: A kumu hula is a hula master, and there is a level of training to get to that level,
though I am not sure exactly what it is. However, just because someone is teaching hula
does not make them a hula master, they may be just an instructor. You have to be chosen and graduated from someone, and it is a pretty big deal. Sometimes your kumu will
give you the name that you can use. Like my first kumu hula was given her halau name
and it was a pretty big deal, because she was given the "honor" of carrying on the halau
name. essentially creating another chapter of a Hawaii halau in a different location.
Right now I am moving back and forward between an intermediate and beginning class.
I am learning with the beginners, and catching up with the intermediates. So I am picking up their dances. Sometimes the helpers, the alakai’i, the helpers do the teaching and
it is a totally different style, because I think technically she is from a different halau.
Just the information, I don’t quite absorb as well when she teaches. I learn it but I am
not confident. When kumu teaches it, I know where my hands go, I know where I’m
supposed to be looking, she might touch on those things but I don’t absorb it. If we miss
a week and a verse, that verse will always be shaky. It’s like that for all of us.
C: So that’s interesting, you are from San Francisco, and you learned a little bit of the
hula in Santa Clara, then followed that back to LA, then back to San Francisco?
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P: Santa Barbara, then San Francisco.
C: So do you find that it interesting that hula, you can find it in so many different places
outside of the Hawaiian islands?
P: You can find hula in the Midwest, Japan, in Korea, around the world, like in Finland.
Places you would never expect. So for us all to be studying hula and dancing the hula.
C: Are there dances very similar.
P: Everyone has a different style, different kumus different style, different footwork, and
names are slightly different for movements. So it is definitely a learning curve moving
around. Like my first kumu it was right left right tap. There was always a tap. In my
current halau it is right left right sway. Left right left sway. There is a pause, but no
tap.
C: So there is meaning behind the steps, the motions, the text, and the costumes.
P: There is meaning behind everything. Every single thing has meaning.
C: What are your hopes and dreams for Hawaiian performing arts and Hawaiian hula?
P: I think I am in a progressive halau, and I am happy where I can dance songs that are
modern, Though I do like the echo of ancient culture. As far as myself, I want the opportunity to continue to dance. It is my passion, where I am happy. If I’m dancing I am
happy.
I am excited to see where my kumu will take hula and like beyond that where his protégées and students will take it. Perpetuating the culture and moving it from generation to
generation. The culture of it. I like the culture and the evolution of it, because it does
slightly evolve. Like the songs are getting more modern or he might adopt something
that is but not necessarily with hula in it. Like we do one Kahiko that I don’t actually
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know, because I am catching up with this class, and they already know it. So I don’t
know the whole story of it, but what I heard from one of the students is that my kumu
was off stretching or working out a class or like running a practice and they were just
doing these motions. And someone off to the side was watching and wrote a chant to go
with what he thought he was seeing. So I don’t know the words and I don’t know that
dance yet, but I am picking it up. It’s not a traditional move, but it is slightly evolved.
It’s just interesting just the fact that it is storytelling. So like it is interesting the new stories that might be up and coming. Um and at one of the Merry Monarch Festival shows
I saw a group of boys in competition, and yeah growing up in SF, you were not exposed
to hula; you might see one or two things and its usually not accurate.
C: Not historically accurate.
P: Not historically accurate or hula accurate because you are essentially watching actors
and actresses taking a couple weeks worth of hula to like have it in a movie or a scene.
And then it’s like bam cut and edited. It’s not real hula. So I remember one of the first
Merry Monarch videos is of this group of hula boys that were dancing this frog hula and
it was amazing. They were squatting on the ground, they were doing frog moves and
jumping over each other. It was just incredible that hula could tell that story. It was really cool.
C: The Merry Monarch Festival is very famous, have you ever been to that competition,
or do you hope to one day go to it?
P: Actually, I would love to go one day just to see the best of the best dance, and see
their storytelling. Its different going to a luau and seeing snippet of hula, than to go to a
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hula competition. It is like the hula Olympics, where you get to see groups from around
the world, and I think that you have to be invited to it?
C: I think so, yes.
P: I’m sure the majority are from Hawaii, but it would be so interesting to see what people are doing and how they interpret songs and dances, because we all pretty much
dance a large cluster of dances that are all the same, but each depending on what group
you are from will dance it differently.
C: So it could look completely different?
P: Right for my last halau, liliuwei was a standup uwehi heavy number, in this halau he
tends to use a lot of uwehis, but a different kind. And then our liliuwei is kneeling. So,
it is not necessarily a direct translation. Everyone will talk about how beautiful she
looks, different body parts, but some will do it standing, some sitting, some with implements, some without. I’ve learned now two Kawikas in different styles, and this teacher
has another teacher in an ‘auana version. So there are many different interpretations of
the same stories out there, and they talk about the same things. How they show that story is different. It’s like different directors getting the same copy of a movie, and they interpret it, and shoot it, and the movie, with the same script.
C: Do you know the meaning behind the Merry Monarch?
P: All I know is that it is a competition.
C: I believe it started with King Kalakaua revitalizing the Hawaiian ancient arts, and it is
a competition, but it was started to perpetuate and preserve the indigenous culture for future generations.
P: Cool, I wish we got it here.
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C: Is it your understanding that there are two types of hula, Kahiko and ‘auana?
P: As far as I know, those are the two they always talk about. Both Kahiko and ‘auana
you can add or take away implements, but it doesn’t necessarily mean if you have an
implement you are dancing Kahiko.
C: So do you feel that hula and indigenous arts should be part of an educational curriculum?
P: I think it should be, especially for the children of Hawaii, because you are living in a
land that used to be its own country. A lot of you are part of that culture. It is important
to know who you are and where you come from. You want to know how far you have
come so that you can go forward from that point instead of just re-learning. I was
watching something totally random with Jason Scott Lee, the guy who played Tarzan, he
lives in Hawaii and has zero carbon footprint. He went on a fishing boat tour and had a
bowl of poi with him to eat, and he ran into a bunch of Hawaiian kids that were jumping
off the pier. And he said oh eat some, take a finger full or something. And these kids
were taking handfuls of it because they had never seen it. It was so rare for them. And
this was once the staple of their ancestors. It would be like us seeing rice for the very
first time. I was just amazed that they didn’t know that about their own culture.
C: So you are saying that it is important for them to know their own history, so that they
can make sense of their lives.
P: Yes. Understanding their history and their culture, that’s important and should be
part of their educational process. Our Kumu just informed us that he is going to be focusing more on language. During his recent "working" trip to Japan all the halaus were
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speaking Hawaiian its a new trend for the Hawaiian language to be intertwined in the
teaching of Hawaiian arts (according to kumu) hula, paddling, traditional crafts.... etc.
C: Thank you for your time and assistance. I will go ahead and transcribe this conversation, hopefully tonight, and will provide you with a copy for your review. And like the
letter says you can add or delete as you see fit.
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